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ABSTRACT 
SoTtwa~e was w~itten to aid the Docto~ OT Optomet~y in 
p~aviding a mo~e detailed, p~ecise and time eTTicient TO~m OT 
case analysis <no~mative>. 
A su~vey OT p~actitiane~ opinion was also conducted <in 
DHSS Region X> to assess thei~ value OT this type OT saTtwa~e 
and to solicit ideas on thei~ needs. 
The su~vey ~esults indicated a limited inte~est and 
application TO~ case analysis p~og~amming and .a much greate~ 
inte~est in business o~iented soTtwa~e. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Most optomet~ists tho~ough their p~o~essional schooling 
have learned to apply va~ious ~o~ms o~ sophisticated case 
analysis as a means o~ unde~standing the patients visual 
per~ormance and aiding in the dete~mination o~ the ~inal 
p~escription and treatment. 
Once in p~ivate practice however, most Doctors dispense 
with complicated analytical p~ocedu~es because o+ the time 
and e++o~t required ~or such an analysis; and as one doctor 
commented: " .. in the majority of patients it would not make 
any diffe~ence to the prescription anyway." Thus the standard 
o+ care +or many has become best cor~ected vision with no 
pathology. 
Due to the advent and a+~ordability o~ the personal 
compute~s, so~tware was designed and p~og~ammed to allow the 
doctor to per~orm the procedures required ~or a more 
comprehensive case analysis, but not have to spend the time 
and calculations to determine their results and signi~icance. 
Thus at the end o+ the examination several visual diagnoses 
were suggested along with a graph1cal delineation o~ normal 
low and high findings ~or presentation to the patient, as 
well as treatment options fa~ seve~al visual dysfunctions. 
Additional bene~its we~e also possible and could include 
a conservation in of~ice space, speed in record retrieval, 
and an increase in patient compliance through a personalized 
printed summary o~ the doctor's instructions. 
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GOAL 
To design a readily adaptable computer program that is 
specific to optometric patient care. 
OBJECTIVES 
A: To provide a case analysis that: 
1. Isolates visual dysfunctions 
2. Suggests a diagnosis 
3. Recommends treatment options 
B: To provide a written summary of: 
1. the diagnosis 
2. treatment options 
3. patient's prescription 
C: To design the software to permit future modifications 
D: To permit data entry with a light pen when practical 
E: To determine the practitioner opinion on the feasibility 




The doctor of optometry traditionally analyses patient 
responses as they occur, usually in terms of whether they are 
above or below accepted norms. At the conclusion of the 
exRmination the diagnosis, explanation. and treatment options 
are presented. 
While sophisticated analysis is possible, little has 
been done to assist the doctor with case analysis beyond 
paper and pencil methods. At the time of this writing. the 
clinical software available for the optometrist has dealt 
with case studies but does not provide the doctor with 
specific treatment recommendations, a patient summary or 
suggestions for prescription modifications . 
The medical computer literature reviewed approaches 
patient care through patient history and does not assist the 
optometrist with the numerical data obtained during the 
visual examination. 
None of t he software available for review took advantage 
of the computers capability of generating a specific and 
personalized synopsis of the prescribed eye care. This became 
the initiative and basjs for exploration in this area of 




In the small number of instances where patient care is 
addressed major emphasis has been on record-keeping, patient 
history or other administrative functions (12,15,18,19,25,59) 
COSTAR (Computer Stored Ambulatory Record), a government 
funded project, is more concerned with epidemiological 
applications (33-35). The pre-mentioned articles also 
indicate that the data entered by the patient will not only 
save time but also cont.ribute to quality control through a 
standard interview. 
Friedman and Gustafson (44) note that medical journals 
are quick to publish the latest computer novelty but are 
reluctant to publish negative retrospective studies. In the 
four major medical journals they reviewed over the last five 
years, 51% of the computer projects have been abandoned and 
only in 18% of the cases were the programs in current use. 
Most vendors enthusiastically advocate "business care" 
computers without establishing their need (2-7, 26-28). 
Optometric 
Current computer applications in optometry focus 
mostly on the business of the practice while patient care is 
only indirectly enhanced through the office time saved (10-
15,19,23,25-29). Saving such time may be clinically valuable 
if it is contributing to the patient's overall care, or 
allows the doctor to examine more patients without 
compromising professional standards. 
Unfortunately. increased business efficiency may not 
always result in the patient's benefit. A survey in DHSS 
Region X (45) indicated that over 70% of the doctors of 
optometry are already seeing less than their own self-
determined, ideal patient load. Few computer vendors or 
technical consultants would suggest that a business computer 
contributes to clinical care. 
The optometric profession may be one of the best suited 
for computer directed applications in patient care because of 
the extensive, clinically significant numeric data recorded 
during the examination (40). However, programs specific for 
optometric case analysis have seldom ventured beyond 
institutions of higher learning and research. Pacific 
University, College of Optometry has Graphic (31), Normative 
(32), and Optometric Extension Program (46) systems, which 
just categorize data and do not directly save time through 
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LITERATURE REVIEW 
interpretation of findings. 
A review of the current literature suggest that a future 
application and purpose will exist for simple, practicable 
programming to aid diagnostic optometric procedures 
(1,4,9,13,15,21,36-40). 
Conclusion 
Due to the decreasing cost of the personal computer 
there may be an opportunity to provide software which will 
allow the doctor to rapidly enter patient data, perform the 
desired calculations and contribute to a more accurate and 
complete diagnosis and treatment. 
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METHODOLOGY 
Preliminary investigations were made by the author to 
determine which of the many personal computers would be best 
suited for the optometric practice. At the time of writing 
Radio Shack and Apple computers seemed more appropriate 
because of their low cost, availability, and expansion 
potential. The Model 1 Radio Shack Computer was finally 
selected because of its slightly lower cost, its potential as 
a highly efficient word processor and the availability of 
both software and hardware independent of the parent company. 
Programming was divided into several sections: one for 
data acquisition, one for data analysis, and one for 
translation of the data into terms the patient would 
understand (patient translation). An additional program was 
written to specifically analyze the statistical data gathered 
from the survey. 
Ideally it would be slightly more time-efficient to have 
just one comprehensive program, however cost limitations 
based on computer memory and architecture required this 
division . The advantages of this modularity are ease of 
program modification and development . For example one program 
may be extensively changed without having to modify the 
others, thus increasing flexibility. 
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PROGRAM DESIGN 
For both programming efficiency and future modifications 
the Master Program is divided into three sections. 
1. Initialization 
2. Case Analysis 
3. Patient Translation 
The above categories will be discussed in terms of 




The initialization program permits patient data entry 
and access to the other programs. Because this module 
allocates memory space for variables and other aspects of 
programming, the user must first run this program before 
accessing the others. This must only be done once after the 
computer has been turned on. 
The following are subprograms accessed from the MAIN MENU. 
Subprograms Accessed 
1. Data Entry 
2 . Data Recall 
3. Data Storage 
4. Data Analysis & Printout 
5. Display Record 
6. Delete Record 
7. Complete Record 
8. Data Translation 
The main menu is the entry point to the other programs 
and subprograms. 
Descriptions of specific program line numbers will be 
provided later to facilitate comprehension and modification 
of the program according to the individual doctor's 
professional needs. 
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C~SE ~N~LYSIS PROGR~M 
The case analysis program is responsible for the 
hardcopy analysis and is divided into five sections. 
1. Graphic Delineation of Findings 
2. Diagnosis 
3. Prescription 
4. Data Comparison 
5. Patient Summary 
The above sections are discussed with reference to the 
pertinent program lines, along with the assumptions used for 
the analysis in the appendix. 
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PATIENT TRANSLATION 
This module prints an examination summary for the 
patient and is divided into the following sections. 
1 . Introduction 
2. Visual Acuities 
3. Pathology Report 
4. Next Appointment 
5 . Doctor & Practice Identification 
6 . Lens Specification 
7. Frame Specification 
8. Multifocal Specification 
9 . Expiration date & Signature 
As with the previous modules, a line by line description 
for the programming is provided elsewhere. 
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DEBUGGING 
" There is no such thing as a bug free program 
only a program in which the bugs have not 
been found" - anonymous 
In order to swat any bugs which may have crept into the 
programming domain several error trapping routines were used 
as given below . 
1. Input all 0' 
2 . Input a 11 -1' 
3. Input all +1' 
4. Input all · -999 
5. Input all +999 
6. Substitute numbers for letters 
7. Substitute letters for numbers 
8. Use previously diagnosed cases and compare 
All incongruous responses resulted in program 
modification and re-testing. 
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SURVEY DESIGN - COMMENTS 
The survey asked for doctor opinion on a computer system 
that emphasized patient care. The simulation was limited by 
the respondents interpretation of the paper presentation 
representing the computer program and its operation. 
A critique of the questions and impressions of the 
software/simulation are provided in the appendix. 
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SUMMARY 
Software was written to assist the doctor in more 
efficient case analysis and patient care. A questionnaire was 
developed and used for the purposes of ascertaining doctor 
background and interest in the application of affordable 




10 REM 02 MAY 1981 THIS PROGRAM IS COPYRIGHT 
20 REM BY TORRANCE L. TREVORROW 
30 REM 44 - 006 HULAKAI PL~ ~ANEOHE HI 96744 
40 F:EM 
100 REM THIS PROGRAM IS FOR INITIALIZAT ION 
1 10 CLS :: PP I NT" PF': I NTE~<: MUST BE S\.tJ ITCHED ON " 
120 LPRINTCHP$(29) 
130 D I 1"1 I< ( :1.:22) 
1 ~~:~:; PI::: I"! 
J. LJ.(J PEM I"!ENU 
150 ZS=O "SETS LPPINT TO ALLOW FOR DR INPUT 
160 CU3 
170 PR I NTt~28. n PfKIGF:AM SELECT I Ot\1 11 
1. 80 pf;: I 1\lTIE! 128 ~ II D(-1 T A ENTFN A" 
190 Pr~: I NTf~(.?~56, "DAT t1 f~: ECALL.. B" 













!=·F;:IN T(~1 ~.5l 2, "D~'::1Tf-~ ?iNALYS IS ;~,: PF':I!'-.ITUUT 
PP I NTiT:!548 ~ " Df~ TA n <:ANSLAT roN o II 
F'PINH~6 ·•+0, "D IF<:ECHJPY DISPLAY E" 
pf;: I l\IT(~ 7 68 ~ II DELETE: RECOPD F. II 
F'h: I l'll' t~ SCi~:> !I II COI'~IF'LE"i E F<~ECOF.:D G 11 
REM KEY SCANNING ROUT INE 
I <j;:::: I NI<E Y$ 
IF I $::::: II (4 II GDTO 340 
IF. :t ·:t;":: " Ei !I (j[JT(J 29 1 0 
IF I·$::::" c:n C~OTO :::::2 10 
I F I 1;::: " T" ~I II GCITD :2~(:) '7'() 
I F I ~f; ::::: II E" GDTD :::)430 
T F I $:::: !IF:· !! [.jQTO ..,.. 1 30 .L 
····' 
I F. I <f.;:c"" (:ill GCJTO 2770 
T F. ·r ·=*= " ... 
" F' II F.' UN " FT /BP1S" ... .l. ·<..l'"" 
::::: ::=:. o GDTCl 2~50 
P" 
340 REM K(0-23) RESERVED FOR DATA STATEMENTS KC30-4 1) FOR RX 
350 CLS: CLEAR 500 
:::: 60 D I JvJCH; ( :!. 2E-l) 
:370 DII'li< ( 122) 
380 Dit·'1''/ (510) 
390 D II"IT ( :J. ':.'i ) 
400 FOR A=O TO 34:READ Q$ (A ): NEXT A 
•11.0 DATA INDUCED PHClFd P1 AT DISTT-ii\ICE: 
420 DATA DI STANCE BASE OUT TO BLUR 
430 DATA BASE OUT TO BRE AK DISTANCE 
44 0 DATA BASE OUT TO RECOVERY DISTANCE 
450 DATA BASE IN TO BREAK DISTANCE 
460 DATA BASE IN TO RECOVERY AT DISTANCE 
470 DATA VERTICAL PHORIA DISTANCE 
480 DATA VERTICAL PRISM BASE DOWN TO BREAK 
490 DATA VERTICAL PRISM BASE DOWN TO RECOVERY 
500 DATA VERTICAL PRISM BASE UP TO BREAK 
510 DATA VERTICAL PRISM BASE UP TO RECOVERY 
520 DATA INDUCED PHOR IA AT NE AR WITH 7 * 
530 DATA UNFUSED CROSS CYLINDER OD C+) #14A 
540 DATA UNF USED CROSS CYLINDER OD (-) #14A 











560 DATA UNFUSED CROSS CYLINDER OS <-l #14A 
570 DATA INDUCED PHORIA THROUGH 14A #15A 
580 DATA FUSED CROSS CYLINDER ( + ) #148 
590 DATA ·FUSED CROSS CYLINDER (-) #148 
600 DATA INDUCED PHORIA THROUGH 148 #158 
610 DATA CONTROL MIN (+) TO CLEAR 40CM 
620 DATA BASE OUT TO BLUR OUT C40 CM) #16A 
630 DATA BASE OUT TO BREAK C40CM) #168 
640 DATA BASE OUT TO RECOVER C40CMl #168 
650 DATA BASE IN TO BLUR OUT (40CM) #17A 
660 DATA BASE IN TO BREAK (40CM) #17B 
670 DATA bAS~ IN TO RECOVER (40CM) #17B 
680 DATA VERTICAL PHORIA C40CM) #18 
690 DATA BASE DOWN PRISM TO BREAK <N> #18 
700 DATA PRISM BASE DOWN TO RECOVER (Nl# 18 
710 DATA BASE UP PRISM TO BREAK CN) 
720 DATA BASE UP PRISM TO RECOVER CNl 
~7:3c1 DA'TA M I r,Ju~; ·rcl BL_ LJF~: A·r :1. :::;; II 
7 -tl·O D(Yi"A MINU£1 TD BL.UP OUT t4T 16" #20 
'750 DATP1 F'LU~3 TO Bl.J.Ji::;: OUT AT 16" #21 
755 REM END OF DA TA STATEMENTS FOR SCREEN DISPLAY 
760 GOTO 2070 REM READS NUMERIC DATA STATEMENTS 
770 CL..~):Ft?INT" * * NOf,:M?YT'I~./E DP TCJMETF.:I C; U1SE (~NAL_'"!'SIS * * II 
7DC cu;; :: i=·F.: nrr :: F'F: I NT: INPUT" F'I-'YTI FNTS NAl"IE~ II ; N:: :: I I\! PUT II DATE"; D$: 
781 I l\lPUT II AE-iE";; A: I !\JPUT II cp,~.;E HI sTor~:v II • J .. ·!$ ~ FF.: r NT 
7c10 CLS 
Boo F'R I r·-n!T:! 2-<1 :; "F'F:EV r DU!::> F.: X II 
Ei l 0 F'R I NT~ I l'·~F'I.JT '' fJD ~-3PHEF<:r:: '' ; ~::: ( iJ.O) 
El20 INPUT" CJD C"·/L. I NDER" ; K ( 41 ) 
830 II\IF'UT"OD AXIS";f< ( 42) 





\ • ..1\-J •• : .. 
Il\iPUT"CJD f."iDD"; I< ( 1.03 ) 
I NFUT II OS ~3F'HEF[7~"; i< ( 44) 
INPUT" OS CYL INDEr:<:" ,~::: (45} 
INF'l.JT"OS AXIE.l";; !< ( 46) 
INPUT "Dt:l FR IS!•!"; I< ( 47) 
DB4 I l\iF'!..!T 11 OS r~DD") i< ( 1 0'-1) 
D'10 C::L_f:3 :: PF<: I NTt?:!24, "Ht~B I ·rur::1L ACUITY II : F'F.: I I\IT: F'P I NT 
872 :r. I\IF'UT II HP1B I TLJP1L PlCU r TY OD ::20/ ",I<< -4B) : PF<: I rrr 
~:39 4 INPUT 11 1-1~1BITUAL ACUITY OS 20 / "; t::: (49): F'FUNT 
8'}6 H~F'UT II HABITUAL ACUITY on r..n NEPlF: :;::o / II ; t< cso; : F:>rd NT 
Bl;lE) I NF'UT II H~iB I TUAL ACUITY OS {; T 1\IE:AF<: :20 I II !l I< (~51 ) ! F'F~: I NT 
900 CL.S: Pf<: I 1\lT : Pr.: I f\.11'224 :• II ClF' HTH ALI"lCJf.JCOF'Y II 
910 F'fU NT: pp I!'>.IT" OD AV /C D/FF<:/ T C: II: F'Fi:HIT : I NFUT cu.,,, 
'1'?0 F'FdNT:F'PHn·"D~3 P,V/CD/FFUTC ":F'F:INT~ H.lF'UT Cl:".?$ 
930 cu::; 
C).<!fO F'F: I t\ITP2·4 , II I<E:F::.:'.)TOMETP'"( ,, : PF: I NT= F'F.: I NT I! OD II 
·=rso I 1\IF'I...iT "VEFn I c~~L. POL'-IEf':" ; K c ;:i2 1 : INPUT II MEf': I Dr r1N" k < ~::;3) 
960 I NF'\..JT "HOF I Z ONTAL. F'ClV.JEf-':" ; l< (~54) : I j\JF'UT "t·1EF< I D I r~~N" ; l< ( 5~;) 
'770 PF.: I NT "0~3" 
·?Jso :r. NPUT II VEF:T I u-;L POWEF:" , ~::: < se; i : I t\:r-:·uT II MEP r Dr P,N II ; r< <57) 
C.f90 I NF'UT '' 1-101::;: I z DNT AL F'OWEP '' ; I< ( :.=:!~3 > : I r·-.Jr=·uT ' ' !"lEt:~: I DIAN'' I< <59) 
1 ClOO ct. .. s: PF: I r·rn:S!:~o ., "Hf~B r TUAL F'HDF<: I f':)t3 tt- ~~, 1 ~::;p, " 
1002 F'F I 1\lT: INPUT II t·IPiB I TUAL. F'HtJF': I A AT DISTANCE II; l< ( 60) 
INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
10 :1. 0 PF: I NT: Pf': I NT: INPUT II HABITUAL.. F'HDF: I(..) ~~~ T NE?=iF<: II " } ::: ( 61 ) 
1020 PF<: I NT 
10::~0 CL.S: PRINTti:!20, "DISTANCE t=::ETINOSCDPY t~4": F'FdNT 
10:3::::": PF<:INT 11 DIST(~NCE RETII\IClSCOF'Y CJD" 
1 o:34 INPUT" SPHERE"; K ( 6:;::) 
1036 INPUT"CYL.INDEP"; ~::: U:J3) 
1 0::)~:;8 I 1\IF:· t..JT II P1 x r f:l II ; r< ( 64) 
1 04() PRINT: r:.·Ft: I NT II D I f:3 T (-, NCE F:ET I NU'-~) COF' Y (JD I! 
1042 If\.I F'UT"SF'HEF<:E~ I< (65) 
10-41.1- It·-.tPUT "cvL_ nmER II ; r::: ( 66) 
1046 INt=·UT ''Pl XIS 11 :; i< (67 ) 
1 o~.'io ct..s :: PF I !\ITI~2o, II on F.:ET I i'mEJCOPY Pd" 20 I !\ICI··!ES :Its II: PRINT 
1 052 I NF'UT II SF'H I~ f,:E !I ; K (,.;;.g) 
:L o~s-4 r NPUT II c:: vL :r NDEF<:"; t< ( t:. ct > 
1056 INF'UT"I:lXIS";i<<70) 
1060 PPINT: PPII'-IT"DS F<:ETINm:JCCJPY AT 20 INCHES #5" ~ PRII'H 
i. 062 I NF'LJT II SF'I·-IEF:E" ; r::: ("/1) 
1 (J62 I NFUT II C\'L I I'·.!DEP II , i< ( 72) 
1064 INPUT II ::1 x r ~:;" ; r::: < 73) 
1070 CL.3: PF I i\IT@20, "OD F:ET I ND ~:lC UF\1 PiT 4U I NC!--IE ':3" ~ F'F: I j\ff 
1 0?:~: I NPU "T" !I ~3Pl·-IEFE: II ; K ( 7 4) 
107 4 r I\IF'UT "CYL. I NDEr<:"; 1-::: < 75! 
1076 IhiF'LJT"?iXIS 11 ;!<C76! 
1 OFH) PP I NT~ F·F: I !'..!f "CJS F:ET I hiOSCCJF'Y ?H 40 I ~,iCl·-i Eb a: PF.: I 1\IT 
l Oti2 I NF'LH II SF'HEF-::E II ; !-:: ( T7) 
:l OU4 I i\IF'UT II CYL I I\!DE5: " 7, I-< ( 7t3) 
1086 Il'-~F·UT"PtX IS "; I< (791 
l 090 CU3; F'f-<' I 1\1"["(".! :.?-<t :1 "f.)UB;JECT I 'v1E #"7 11 : PF<: I f-iT: 
l ()92 I !\IPUT II OD f.:)F'HEF.:E II,}::: ( HO) 
i094 INFUT " OD CVLINDEF<: 11 ; 1<((31) 
1(J9t.; It~~F·tJ·r•• fJD f~XI~~~;'';t<(E~2) 
l 1)9f3 I i\IF'UT" OD {lCU I T'l 20/ II :: i< ( 1. l :~;) 
1 1 oo r· fU 1\IT: nwuT" m; SPHEF:E: II ; ;::: ( 83) 
l :l 0:2 I 1\!F'UT II DS C\'L. I l\iDEH II; I< ( 84) 
1 1 04 u -.!F'UT II m; r:-~l x Is" ; ~=:: < s :i) 
:L 1 06 P -.iF't.rr " em t4CU r TY 20/ '1 i< < 11 q) 
l. ll 0 CLE): PF<: I l'-.IT1~20 ~ II SUB.JECT I '.,JE BEST COPF;;:ECT I ON t!=7A II 
:t 1 :t :? r NF'UT" em SF'HEPE" , I< ( 1 o:5 1 
1 :L 14 I r·lPUT II co C"/L. r r'mEF<:" ; r::: < 1 06 > 
J. 116 I I\IF'UT " OD A X Is II , I-< ( 1 07) 
:i. :L 1 El INPUT II OD ACUITY :.20/ II ; I< ( j_ 08) 
1 120 I 1\IPUT "os SPHEF~:E" ; K < 1 o·:_;:· J 
1:!.:22 II\IF'LJT"Di3 CYLINDH::";K (1 101 
1L:::'·:t INF'UT "OS f-lXIS " ;l-<(112) 
11.26 H~PUT"o::; ACUITV 201 ";I< ( 113) 
1 1 ::.o F=·f;: niT:: n.tF·uT "CDNTF-<:DL F.: X --·· r ND rc:r.rrE =M:7 em --;'" , C$ 
1140 F:EM 




1 l (:tO G0::3UI3 1560 
i. ~-::oo H"" J.-c1- *P 





1230 IF VCB+ll =99 GOTO 2440:REM HARD COPY OPTION 
1240 FOR Y=O TO 13:PRINT@65+Y*64,V<B+l):B=B+1:NEXT Y 
1:250 IF I:::: 15 THEN PRINT!~ 120~ I< ( P> ~·*II 
1260 REM NOW PRINT GRAPHICS BLOCK FOR ANSWER OPTIONS 
1 2:70 PEi'-1 
1280 TC1 )=96:T (2 )=150 :TC3 )=224:TC4)=278 ~T( 5l =352 
1282 T (6)=406~T C7)=480:TC8)=534:TC9l=608:TC1 0l=662 
1284 TC11l=736:T(12)=790:TC13)=846:T<14l=918:T(15)=948 
1290 FOR 1=1 TO 15 
1300 OUT255,4 ~ G3= INPC255l:REM TH IS INITIALIZ ES THE LIGHT PEN 
1310 PRINT@T<I>~GRS; 
1320 FOR W=1 TO 2:NEXT W 
1330 REM TO SEE IF PEN DETECTS LIGHT 
1340 IF INPC255l>G3 THEN GOSUB 1610 
1350 IF PP=1 THEN GOTO 1390: REM DETECTION WAS VERIFIED 
1360 !\!E XT' I 
1370 GOTD 1290: REM NOTHING WAS DETECTED SO LOOP BACK 
1380 REM PEN HAS DETECTED GRAPHICS BLOCK 




























I=:? , ....··. 
I:::::::; ~··· 
··. 





I:::: '-? I< 
1::::10 
J. ::: :l :l 
I::::: 1:2 
I=-= 1 ·~ ... 
I ..... 1·4 
I -""15 
( F' ) ·-··' i <:'2+1-i ) ·-v 
(F) .... \) -~·· y \ :3+H) 
( F') ·-·· '· j (4+H) --'If 
(F' ) :::::\) <S+H) 
CF::I ) ::!!!. '~.) (6+H) 
(F' ) :::\) (7+H) 
(p ) =V ( el+H) 
(F') ":\.J (9+H) 
~· ·· 
··. 
(p ) ='•) ( 10+1-i) 
I< ( F' ) =;V ( 1 l·Hi) 
l< (F') ::::') ( 12+·H) 
!< ( r· ) =V ( 1 ~~; ·+·H) 
K ( F') :::V ( 14+H) 
F'::::P·- 1 . IF ! ::::15 B:::-"B··-28 
1540 PRINT@184, K(P )~ P=F'+ 1~ IF I =15 THEN P=P-1 
1550 FOR Z=l TO 100~NEXT Z:GOTO 1190 
1560 REi"! 
1 ':'.i70 pp::::(i 
1580 GRS=STRING(2,143)~REM THIS DEFINES THE GRAPHICS BLOCK 
1590 8S$=STRINGC2,8>:REM THIS DEF INES THE BACK SPACE 
:t 6()() ~~E1'LJR:t" 
1610 REM INSURE THAT PEN ONLY DETECTS GRAPHICS BLOCK 
1612 REM AND NOT EXTRANEOUS LIGHT INPUT 
1620 F'F' ::.-.:(; 
1630 FOR JJ=l TO 5 
1640 REM TURN OFF LIGHT AND CHECK 
1650 Gm;us 17 40 
1660 IF INP<255l>G3 RETURN 
1670 REM TURN OFF LIGHT AND SEE IF PEN RESPONDS 
1600 GOSUB 1810 
1690 IF INPC255)<G3 THEN RETURN 
1700 NE XT JJ:REM DO I T TWICE TO BE SURE 
1710 REM DETECTION CO NFIRMED 
lT20 PP= l 
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INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
1730 F:ETURN 
1740 REM OFF CHECK 
1750 REM BACK SPACE TO TURN GRAPHICS OFF 
17t.J0 PF<:INT BS$:; 
1770 FOR W=l TO 2:NEXT W 
1780 OUT255,4:G3=INPC255) 
1790 FOR W=l TO 2: NEXT W 
1800 PETUF:N 
1810 REM ON CHECK 
1820 FP I NT Gf.:$; 
1830 FOR W=l TO 2~NEXT W 
1 El40 ~:ETUF:!'-.l 
1.850 GCJTO 2440 
1860 CLS: F'R INT(f:C:.t.J.,I "Dir:;T~li'JCE PF<:e3Cf':IPTIDN" 
:L 870 F'Fd NT: INPUT II OD SPHEF':E II; t::: U36) 
18El0 I l\IPUT II OD CYL INDER" ; K ( 87) 
H3'-i0 INPUT"OD r~,XE3 11 ;I<O:d81 
19()0 I l\iF'LJT" DD F'F I f.-3i"1 II ; I< ( 89) 
1 91 o I NFUT II oD ~~~cuI TY 20/ " ; v < 1 :t 5) 
1. 9 ~:20 F'F<: I NT:; I f\JF'L.JT "DEl SlPHEPE II ; K ( 90) 
1930 INPUT II OS C\'L I NDEF<" ; ~< ( 91 ) 
:t'J.•+O II'~P UT"Df:) AXIi3";~:(l.f2) 
1 9~50 INPUT" 0 :3 FF: I Si"·1" ; K (en) 
1(7160 INPUT"OS P:CUITY 20/ "~t<(11b) 
1 970 ct.::;: i=·r.;;: I NT@20, 1' NEAl:;;: r:·f~:Escr<: I p·r I ON II: PF~: I NT 
l '-?80 INPUT 11 0D ADD"; I< ( 9·4) 
1990 Ii'~F'UT II Gt:) ADD II; f< ( ~1:5) 
2000 I NF'UT II NEP;f': F'P H31"f OD II ; t::: ( i)i 6) 
2010 I NF'UT " NEAF<' PF.: I SiVi OS II~ I< ( '?i! ) 
20 1 ~.'2 I 1\.IF'UT II NEPl!~~: ?"'iCU I TY OD II:: K ( 98) 
:~:o 1 L! INPUT" 1\IEAf<: {iCU r TY m:; II ; t::: ( 9'::; 1 
2020 I i\IPUT "NEt1F<: (..~cuI TV ou" ; r< < 1 oo} 
:.?o~:.o PP I NT: INPUT II I\!Ef';r-;: 1:~:r-1NGE < >;I< ( 1. o 1 ! , r::: < :t 02) 
20-!.l·O I I\IFUT "f<:ECC!i''I!''IENNH IONS II ; F<:$ 
2042 INF'UT 11 NEXT APPOH..JTMENT " ; Fd$ 
2060 GOTD 2500: REM PR I NTS FINAL RX DATA 
2070 FOR A=O TO 491 : READ V(A):NEXT A 
2080 DATA 0~0 ~ 2,4~b,8,10,12,14,-2,-4,-6,-8,-10,-12 
2090 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26 
2100 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,12 ,1 4,16,18,20, 22 ,24,26 
2110 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26 
2120 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18,20,22,24,26 
2130 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,1 2 ,14,16,1 8,20,22 ,24,26 
2140 DATA 0,.5,1,1 . 5,2,2.5 ,3 ,4 ,-.5,-1,-1 .5,-2,-2.5,-3,-4 
r:.~ ·t 1:' (l 




DATA 0,.5, 1,1.5,2,2.5,3,4 ,-.5,-1,-1.5,-2,-2 . 5,-3,-4 
DATA 0,.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,4,-.5,-1,-l.5,-2, -2 .5, - 3, - 4 
DATA 0,.5,1,1.5,2,2.5,3,4,-.5,-1,-1.5,-2,-2.5,-3,-4 
DATA 0,.5,1,1.5, 2 ,2.5,3,4,-.5,-1,-1.5,-2, -2.5,-3,-4 
2190 DATA 0,0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,-2,-4,-6,-8,-l0,-12 
2200 DATA 0,.25,.5,.75,1,1.5,1.75,2,2.25,2.5,2.75,3,3.25 
2210 DATA 0,.25,.5,.75,1,1. 5, 1.75,2,2.25,2 . 5,2.75,3,3.25 
2220 DATA 0,.25,.5 ,. 75 ,1, 1.5,1.75 ,2,2.25,2.5,2 .75~3,3.25 
2230 DATA 0,.25, .5,.75,1,1.5,1.75,2,2.25,2.5,2.75,3,3.25 
INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
2240 DATA 0,0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14,-2, -4, -6,-8, - 10, -1 2 
2250 DATA 0,.25~.5,.75,1,1.5,1.75,2,2 .25,2.5, 2 . 75,3,3 . 25 
2260 DATA 0~.25,.5,. 75 ,1,1.5,1. 75 ,2,2. 25,2.5,2.75, 3 ,3. 25 
2270 DATA 0,0,2,4,6,8, 10,12,14, -2 ,-4, - 6,-8 ,- 10, - 12 
2280 DATA 0,.25,.5,.75,1,1 .5, 1. 75,2,2.25,2 .5, 2 . 75,3 , 3.25 
2290 DATA 0,2,4,6,8 , 10,12, 14,16, 18,20,22 ,24,26 
2300 DATA 0 ,2 ,4,6 ,8,10,12, 14 ,16,18,20 ,22,24,26 
2310 DATA 0,2,4, 6, 8 , 10, 12, 14,1 6,18 ,20 ,22,24 ,26 
2320 DATA 0,2,4,6,8, 10 , 12,14,16,18, 20,22, 24,26 
2330 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10, 12 ,14,1 6,18 , 20,22 , 2 4 ,26 
2340 DATA 0,2,4,6,8,10,12,14 , 16,18,20,22,24,26 
2350 DATA 0,.5, 1 ,1.5 ,2,2.5,3 ,4,- .5,-1 , -1.5 , -2,-2.5 , -3, -4 
2360 DA TA 0,.5,1, 1. 5,2 ,2. 5 ,3, 4,-.5 , -1,-1.5,-2 ,-2.5 ~ -3,-4 
2370 DATA 0 ,. 5 , 1 ~1. 5~2 ,2.5, 3 ,4, - .5,-1,-1.5,-2,-2.5,-3,-4 
2380 DATA 0,. 5 ,1~1.5,2 ,2 .5 , 3,4,5,6 ~7 ,8,9 ,10 
2390 DATA O, .5 ,1 ,1.5~2 ~ 2.5,3,4,-.5 , -1,- 1.5, -2 ,-2.5,-3,-4 
2400 DATA 0,.25,.5,.75,1,1.5,1.75,2,2.25,2.5,2.75,3,3.25 
2410 DATA 0 ,.25,.5 ,.75 ,1,1.5,1. 75, 2, 2 .25,2.5,2.75,3,3 . 25 
24~::~i.) l)l=YTi-=~ (), ~~ ~~:~ti~ u 5!, .. .. 75, 1 , 1 u 5, 1 Cl 7~.i, 2~ 2. 25, 2Q ~5, :-2.75, 3!• :3 " 25,99 
:::::1.1.30 c;oro 7 7 0 
2·1-40 E:JCl TCl :;~h E'll): CU3 ~ F'Fi: I i'<.!T ~ PF.: I NT II H(.~ F:DC:;DFY y / i\1 II 
24:50 I'~:::: I Nr:::r:~Y$ 
.2 .i.1-6() IF' I$::: ll \{ ' 1 Tl-·1E:}\~ :2-49() 
2 4 79 rr:· I+'"" " N" THEN f:iDTU 2bf30 :: PE:t-'1 DP;T(:·, ~:3TOP(iGE 
::::.<-i·GO 0:·!i]T O 24;so 
2490 ~-~:Ui\~ 1 1 1\ICf~ / BICi~;; 11 
2500 L.J~;:::" :I:!::J:j:#. # # -"·" 
:,~:'!1.0 V·$ 7-"'"#=tH:i:" ~ F<:El'l T l-liS DEF' INE :::; I\IUME:JdCAL PFdNTDUT FCJFd"IAT 
2520 GOT I] 6000: U$"=*~#:j:f. . ##·--~~ ~ '/$:::: "J~::f:l:*f." : G\JSUB 26 70: 
2522 LF'F: I l"o.!T " OD SF'HEf;:E II , ' us I NEd.H.'; !< (B..':;) ; 
2530 LPRINT,,USINGUS;K(86-K(40); 
2540 LPRINT,,USINGUS;Kt48 l,K( 115) 
:::~550 LF'F': I NT;, CYL.. I NDEF: II ' ~us I NGU$; v ( 87) ; 
2560 L..PRINT , ,USINGUS ;K<87l-K(41) 
2~:=;70 i.. .. i='F': I NT " (~X I~)" , , U~:3 I NGV$; K ( u~:1) ; 
2580 LPRINT,,USINGV$;KC88)-K(42) 
2590 LF'F.: I NT 11 r:1DD II , , US I NGU!I; ; K ( 94) ; 
2600 LPRINT, ,USI NGUS;K(94l-K <103); 
2610 LPRI NT,,USINGUS;K150>,KC 98 l 
2.~.20 GOTO 3310 
2630 u~~=###. ##-II : vs == II #:J.t-# II 
26:::;::.:: L.PR I 1\IT, II f~:?~NGE" , , us I r..IG us; i< < 1 o :L > , ~=::no:: l 
2f.<):.'i GOSUB 5000 
2b40 E1 DSIJB 26 70: l...F'Fd NT" DPHTHf'4L..!'1CJSCOPY OD"; ~· , 01. '$ 
2670 Z=PEEK(16424)-1~POKE 16425,Z:LPRINTCHRS ( 11l :RETURN 
26t30 C:LS~ PF:INT" INITHU ... D1~TA ~:;Tm~:AGE IN PF:DCF.::SS" 
2(:80 F'F:INT "TEivW'DFUc,l:;:y Dl~TA STDR1::1GE: UNDEF.: FILE ZXC" 
:~!700 OPEI'·l" O", 1, "ZXC" 
27' t () r::~r;: :r f\tl'"# :t., f\J ::::; $; I J ~ ,, ; I) ~; ~j ,, , ,, ; f-:1; fl, ,, ; l .. ·f$ ~ •• ~ ,, ; Cl l $; I!' , , ~ Cl:·.2·:t; ;; !I :, ! I ~ c:·:s;; 
2711 i='F' I NT " ~1 " ; 1:;:$; " , " ; f': :t <t; 
2720 FOR J=O TO 11 9 





27,~10 F<:UN"NCA/BAS": REI"! PF.:H.IT CJUT 
:? .. 77Ci ct_s 
2 780 OPEN"O",l,"ZXC" 
2790 INPUT#l,N3S , DS,A,HS,0 1S,02$,CS,R$ ,Rl$ 
2800 PRINTN3$,DS,A ,HS ,01S,02S,C$,R$, R1S 
2810 FOR Z=O TO 119:INPUT#l,KCZ):PRINTKCZ);:NEXT 
2G20 CL..CJSE:!i: 1 
2830 GOTO 1860 
28-t!-0 OPEN"(]", l :1 "ZXC" 
28~50 PF<: I I'TT":fl: 1 'r-·l~':.~t·' II , ll :; D~f;; !I , II~ A: II , !I; HS; II :1 II ; Cl :1. $; II " I " ; C$; 
2El51 i=·r:: I NT# 1 , F($; "' II ; F: :l $ 
2860 FOR J=O TO 119 
2870 PRINT#l,K<Jl 
2880 l\iEXT 
~28(;•c: C:L_CJSE'* 1 
2900 (~C)TO ::;070 
2910 CLS:PRINT:REM DATA READ FROM TAPE 
:.2920 I t·-lPUT II F:ECAU_ f~:ECOF.:D (.'-.) I TH Nt-"iME I! ; N$ 
2'?~SCJ fJF'EJ·-~ 11 I ., , 1 , i\~$ 
2940 INPUT#l,N3$,DS,A,HS,01$,02S,CS, RS,Rl$ 
2950 PRINTN3S,DS,A,HS,D1S,02$,CS,RS,R1$ 
2960 FOR Z=O TO 119 
2970 INPUT#l,KCZ) 
2 980 F·F<: I rHI< ( Z; 
2'790 !··.!EXT Z 
3000 CL.D~)E# :t 
30 i 0 FF I I'·IT: 
:::::020 F'F·i I I\!T II Hf.::,F'DCOF'Y ~~~1\lf~VLYS I~=-; y / 1'·.1 " 
:::;;o ::c I $ == I I•~I<E"/$ 
30-'tO IF I ·$::: "Y" GOTO 26?0 
:::oso IF I~~""" N" C:iOTO 1 40 
~:.070 L.F'f': I l\iT "Cf..if::iE HI STCJi:;;:y ": GOf::)U£<2670: L..F'F I NT; H~~ ~ CD~3UB2670 
3080 u:·Fn NT "r<:EC::OI1t1ENDAT IONS", F:-$ 
3090 L..F'F :t !\IT II NE /.. T ?~FFO I NTi'iEI\IT 11 ~ , F< :t $ 
31.00 L.F·J:;;: I NT II F I L.E:: NAI'1E It, f·f3$ 
::::::1.05 EjOSUB -4000 
:::;1 l 0 (;jOTD 14-0 
31. ::?0 GOTO 140 
:H::::;o F'Fdl\lT~ INPUT"f':ECOFi:D TO BE. DELETED"; ?"i7$ 
:3 1-40 I<IL..L. A7S 
3160 PEt1 
3:!. 70 FF,:INT"CCJ!V!PL.E:TE PPINTOUT Y/ t-.1 II; H· 
3J.80 IF I$=="Y 11 GDTO 3070 
31. 90 I F I$::::: II N II GDTO 140 
~:.200 C:;OTO =~: 160 
=::::~ 1. () ct...:=;: I i'JF·UT "F.:E:C::OPD t>.if:i!V!E II ; N"'t> 
:~::220 OF' EN II{] " ' 1 , N$ 
~.)2::::: c} t=~Fl: r t\lT# 1 ~ r\i$; ~~ , l! ~ D$; !i 'l II ;~ A ~ n !' u; H$; 1J :• ~~ ~ 1J 1 $; II , ~~; C:$, 
=323 1 F'PII\lT~t1, f':$; II' II; F l$ 
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3240 FOR J=O TO 119 
3250 PRINT#l,K(J) 
3260 r\IEXT 
3270 CI ... OSE*~ 1 
;~;280 GOTO 1. 40 
INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
3290 FOR X=l TO 9 :GOSUE 2570:NEXT 
:::;;:::;.oo F':EM 
3310 C·DSUB 2670 
;~::::::~.:::0 t..FF~ I NT" o:::; ~3F'HEFE II !I , u~~-; I NGL.Js, v ( 90) ; 
3330 LPRINT,,USINGUS;KC90l-KC44l; 
3 340 LPRINT,,USINGUS;KC49>,KC116) 
::)3:'50 L.F'F: I NT" CYL.. I I\IDEP II, 'U!3 I NGU~$; K ( (:)' :l) :; 
3360 LPRINT,,USINGU$;K<91>-K<45) 
T:::70 L..FF~Il'H"t:::lXI~:3 11 ,, Uf:3 INE"N$; V (92); 
3380 LPRINT,,USINGV$;KC92)-KC46) 
T:::C?o L..F'P I NT"(:\[) D" , , US H·H::!U$; V ( 95 I ; 
3400 LPRINT,,USlNGUS;VC95)-K(104l 
3410 LPRINT,,USINGUS;KC51l,KC99) 
·;::420 C:iClTO 2f.:.:30 
:~~A :::;o Cf'ID" r " :• II D I 1:;::" 
'tOOO L.F'F<: I NT ':3TF.' I NG$ ( 1 :2:8, II __ II ) 
4001 FOR N=l TO 6:GOSU82670:NEXT 
~5000 !...PRINT ~'3TF: I NCS$ ( 2~7.~, "·-" ) 
;::.iO O :1. FE"'i"UF:!..,~ 
6t)(i(l C10 ~~tJE~~2\'S.7() 
t>oo :t LPP Ii\iT "oD SF'I·-iE r.:;E" !I "cv t.... I NDEF:" ,, II ~~xI~; II, II FF' IsM II, II f.\CU I TV II; 
t>occ L.F'F': I I'~T, "(:·:DD" !I "PF: I ~:; r··i", "~~cuI T.Y, II 
60(\:::. u::·f:;:rr-..rn< CB6), f< C87l, t< <BB! :1 K CEl9) , i< ( 11~5), I< (941 ~ f< 0:96) ~I< (98) 
6005 LPRINTKC86)-K(40) ~KC87l-K(41l,K(88)-KC42l,KC89l-KC43l; 
6006 LPR!NT,KC115 l -K C48>,K(94)-K(103),K(96l-KC43),KC98)-K(50) 
t;Ol o LF'R I NT" os SF'!·-JET-:E" , II C""lL .. I NDEf': II :• II ;!:1 x r s" , II PF.: I sr·1 II , "ACUITY II ; 
t"~() 1:1. L.F::'ft~ I j\~l··, ~! f2·!DD II !I i: F'F~: I E1f'r'l'' , !! AC:';LJ IT'{ ll 
60L? L.PF.:INTI< C90 ) , !< (91 i, I< {92) , I< (•:i~)), K ( 116), i< (95) ~ t::: (97) ,,I< (i.f9) 
6015 LPRINTKC90l-K(44l,K(91J - KC45),K(92l-K(46l,KC93l-KC47>; 
0u1o LPRINT,KC116l-KC49>,KC95)-KC104),K(97)-K(44),K(99)-K(51) 
6C<."20 GOTC! :~;:6:::;o 
6050 REM END OF INIT PROG 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
10 REM 02 MAY 1981 THIS PROGRAM IS COPYR IGHT 
20 REM BY TORRANCE L. TREVORROW 
30 REM 44-006 HULAKAI PL, KANEOHE HI 96744 
40 REM 
100 REM HARDCOPY MODULE FOR CASE ANALYSIS 
101 CLS~ PRINT"ACTIVIATE F'PINTEF:": L.PRINTCHF::S (29): CU3 
105 CLEAF': 400 
110 DII"!l<\119) 
120 REM TEMP DATA READ OF ZXC 
130 CL..S: PR INT "TEI1F'OP ?"~F<:Y D1~TA READING FD~: HAF.:DCOPY: 
140 OPEN 11 I"~ 1 , 11 ZXC" 
150 INPUT#l~N3S,DS,A,HS,01S,02$,C$,R$,R1$ 
160 PRINTN3S,DS,A,HS,Ol$,02$ , C$,R$,R1$ 
170 FOR Z=O TO 119 
180 H~PUT#l, r< ( Z) 
190 PR I 1'-fTI< < Z) ; 
2(>(} 1\IEXT 
220 PF: I I\IT: PP I I\IT II H?"!1FmcoPv r-r.::: I 1\IT I NG II 
230 U·;t;:::::##t-!: .. :fl:# 
2Lj.() ')$::::::fi:H# 
250 LF'F<: I NT, ~I II * * * OPTOi'1ETR I c CASE ANALYSIs ***II 
25!:i L..F'F~:If'-.11, ,I STF.:ING$ (64, ll ... ll) 
260 (;jQSUB :::::140: L.PF~: I NT II PATIENTS ~,1Ai1E II; l\~3$ 
?70 LPF:INT 11 E)U~I"1HJATIDN Df:.'~TE II; D$ 
2BO LPFd NT II (.\GE II !i ~~ 
:290 GDSUB 3140 
295 GOSUB 5000 
300 i ... FT:INT"Dif:"iTPti\IC f~: F:ETil'KlSCOF'V" ~ ~, "L" ~ "N", "H" ~ 
:::: o 1 LF'P I NT" DB.JEcr I vE PiCCOM!"IDDf-1 T I vr:: POSTUF:E" : 
3C•2 L_F·~: I t·'-l·r l l \JI) ~ st:.-:· i·~JEF<:E~ ' 1 ~~ ~· , LJ~3 I 1\tGt..t~t;; ~::: < 6:~~) , t::: < 6:~:) ·-r::: ( f3Ci J 
'3()5 F:EM ·'??'"? 
310 CI=CKC62)-K(80))/.25 
:~:.20 IF CI<t LF:F·Ir,.!T,,"X" 
3:::0 IF. CI>:L L.PPI !'-.IT,,,,"X 11 
3t.W IF CI<:I.AND == >·····l L_er-;:: I!\IT,,,"*" 
350 LPf': I t·rr II CYL r i\iDE~:", !I us r ~·.IGU*; I< ( 5~5 > ~ ( K c 63 1 ····f=: < nt ; ! / .. ::::.:; 
360 CL=(k(63)-K(8:l)l/.25 
370 IF CL< :1. L.F::r-::- I !\.IT, , II X II 
~:.so IF CL > l LPF: I NT, ~ , , "X II 
390 IF CI·=::iAND"-=>-1 LF'Fdi\H,,,"t" 
400 LF'FdNT"AXIS", ,USINGU$; CK(641-i<( 82J) /5; 
410 CM=<KC 63)-K(81))/.25 
420 IF Cl"l< 1 L..F:PINT, , II X 11 
430 IF C!vl>l LF·F<:INT~~,,,"X" 
440 IF CM<:Lr~:li~D=> ··-·1 LPPINT,,, "*" 
450 GCJE)UB ~::240: LF~: I NT" CJS SPHEF:E", , , us I !\IGUS; r::: < 65 > , l< ( 6:'i > ·-·· I< c s~::: l 
410 CF =<K< 63)-K(81))/.25 
420 IF CF<l L.RF'HJT~,~"X " 
430 IF CF>l L.PRII\IT, ,,:1 "X " 
440 IF CF< 1 {.'~ND::: >···-:1. L..F· r-;:: I l\lT :• , , II* II 
500 LPFdNT"OS CiL.II\lDEF" ~, USINGU$; !< (66), <i< (66l --K (84)) / .. :25; 
510 CN=(K(63)-K(81))/.25 
520 IF CN< 1 L.PF I NT' , II X" 
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5~::.0 I F CN > 1 LPF•: I NT~ ' ~ , "X II 
540 IF CN< lAND::::>- 1 LF'RIN T ,,,"*" 
~s;:;o LPRINT"AX IS"~~ USINGU$; f< (67) , <t< \67) -1< (85)) /5; 
560 CO=CKC67)-K(85)) /. 25 
570 IF CO< 1. LRF' I NT' ' 11 X II 
580 IF co> 1 LPF: I NT~ ' ' ' 11 X II 
'.590 I F. CO< 1 r:~ ND= >-.. 1. LPF<: I NT, ~ , 11 * 11 
~j95 Gm:lUB 5000 
600 GOSUB 31"-'J. O: LFRINT"DYNAI•HC F:ETINOSCOF'V AT 20 INCHES" 
610 LFPINT "CJD SF'HEFE",, USI NGU$; I< (74 ), <K !74 ) --. 62 )) I. 1~3; 
620 CC=<KC67>-K<85)l/.25 
630 IF CC< 1 L.F:P I NT, ' II X II 
6·'1-0 IF CC>1 L.F'F;:INT, ~ ,~"X" 
650 IF CC< 1. ~~ND= >--1 LPF': I NT, ' , !I* II 
660 LPR I NT 11 ClD CYL. I NDEF:" , , Uf:) I NGU$; I< ( 7~5) , (I< C 7::! ) ·-+:: C 63) ) /. ?~5 ; 
670 CP=<K<63 )-K(8 i ))/.25 
680 r F CF'< :t u:;:r· I NT, , "x" 
690 IF' CF'>l L..F'F?INT,,,,"X" 
7CiU IF c::P< :t r::1ND::.-= >·-- 1 LPR I 1\n , , , ":+: " 
710 L.PF:INT 11 AXIS 11 ~, ~ USINGU$;r<(76) ~ <KC76)-KC64) ) /5;; 
720 CQ=!KC67>-K<85))/.25 
'?::)0 IF CO <:!. L .. F:F· I !\fr' ' II X II 
740 IF CQ>l L..FF:INT,,,, "X" 
?:so r F co< 1 ?'il··m:::: > ....  1 u·:·F: I NT ,· , , II* II 
7 60 C~D~3UB 3140 ~· 
7 61 LF'F I NT II CJS SF'HEPE II ' ' us I NGU$; l< ( '77) , ( ~::: ( 77) --1< ( 65 ) -. 62) ) I . 37; 
770 CD=CK(67>-K<85))/.25 
7BO IF CD< 1 L.F:F'INT,, II :X: II 
790 IF CD> 1 L F'F~: I NT, ~· , , II X II 
800 ,. IF CD< l At-.ID~'= >-1 LF'F!: I NT ~· , ~ II* tl 
21 o L PF: I r,n II os CYL. r NDEF':" , , us r NC:iU$; ~::: c 7f:3) , < l< c 78 > - ·I< < 66) ) 1 • :25; 
820 CX=CKC63>-KC81) )/. 25 
830 IF CX< 1 Ut:F'INT ,, II X II 
8!.:].(! IF c X> :l L.FF: I !'.iT, , , , II X II 
8~.iO IF CX< :lfiND:=<: ...... l LF'F: INT,, ~· "* 11 
870 CY=<KC67l-KC85))/.25 
8f30 IF CY<:!. L..F:PI I\IT, , "X " 
890 IF c::v > :i. LPF<: I NT~· , ' , II X II 
900 IF CY< 1 AND= >·-1 LPP I 1'-iT , , , "* ,_ 
905 (":,j QSUB 5000 
9 10 GOSlJ£< ~5140: LPF: I NT 11 :CiYNAlvl I C PET I NOSCOF''( AT 20 I NC HE f:3 11 
920 L .. PFUNT"OD SF'HEF:E",, USINGU<.!'; f::: (68), <I< \68) -. 62)) I. 18; 
930 CE=CK<67 )-KC85ll/.25 
940 IF cE< l u.;;:PINT,, "x" 
950 IF CE > 1 L.F' F;: I NT, , ' ~· II X !I 
9b0 IF CE< 1 f'~ND= >-1 LPF<: I NT, , !i II * II 
970 LPFdNT"OD C"fL.INDEf':",, USINGL.Hl;; t::: (69), <K (69) -·+:: (6:3)) I .. 25 ; 
980 CZ=CKC63l -KC 81)) /. 25 
990 IF CZ<l L .. f':PII\IT~,"X" 
1000 IF CZ>1 LF'FUNT ~,,, "X" 
1.0:1.0 IF CZ< 1{'11\ID::::>· .... l L.F' Fi:II\IT ,,, "*" 
1.0:20 L..F·r.;;:INT"AXIB", , USINGLJ<t,;I< C70), (t:::\ 70)··+::(64 )) /5; 
10~n DA=<K< 67>-K(85))/.25 
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1 040 IF Df':i< 1 LRP I NT, 9 10 X" 
1050 IF DA > 1 LF'FU NT, ~ ~ ~ 10 X" 
1060 IF DA<lAND=>-1 L.F'PINT~, :1 "t" 
1070 GOSUB 3140: 
1071 l.F'P I 1\IT II OS SPHEf':E 10 ~ 'us I !'.IC:JLH; ~ i< ( 71) !I (I< ( 7:1. ) .. - I< ( 65) ..... :l 
1080 CF=CKC67)-KC85 ll/ .25 
1.090 IF CF< 1 LI~:F'INT,, "X" 
:l :l 00 IF CF > 1 L.PR I NT, ' !I !I !I X II 
1 :1. 1 0 IF CF < 1. f."'.)j\,JD=:: >·-1. LPI;: I !'-IT' ~ ' II* ll 
1120 LF'FUNT 11 0f3 CYL.II\lDEP",, USINGLJ$; l< (72) , <I< \7:2) -t::: (56))/. 25, 
1130 DB=<KC63)-KC81)l/.25 
11·40 IF DB<l L.RFI I''<I T ,:1 "X 11 
l :1. ~.'i(l IF DB>l L.F'FdNT,,,, 11 X 11 
1160 IF DB< 1 PtND:::: >--· 1 L.Pt=:: I NT' , ' !I* II 
1170 L..F'F:HJT"(~XIS 11 , ,USINGU$;1<C?:3), <I<CT::D-1<<57)) /5; 
1180 DC=(K(67l-K(85 ))/ .25 
1 190 IF DC<l LF:PINT,, "X " 
1. 200 IF DC> 1 L..PE: I l'·fT' !I , , !I X II 
1210 IF DC<lAND:<>-- 1 I_Pf':HfT,,, "*" 
12:!.5 GOSUB 4Cl00 
1 :220 GOTO 1890 
1230 Ei0~3UH ~:. 140 
1. 2~51 L..Pr.:;: I r,n :• :• , II FPEE:: '·Jt:Fi:Ga·JCE: PDE>Tt.JF:E II 
1 T ::.2 L.PP r NT II H·.IDUCED Dr sT f':iNCE F'r-!DP u;:., " , u~:n NE,U$ :: o< co 1 - .. 5 > /3 .. 5; 
1240 BP=C KC0)- .5 ))/3.5 
1250 IF:· BP<l L.F F' INT,,"X" 
l260 IF BP>l LF'PINT , ,,~"X 11 
1 ::7\) IF~ BP< :l (:::li\11)::::: >--·1 j_pp I NT, , ' II* I! 
:l 280 I....PP I 1\lT" HtiB I TUAL PHC!F: I A D" , , U~'3 I NGl..J'~; I< ( 60) , . ( K ( 60) -- . 5) / l • 7 
1290 BR=CK<60l-.5)l/1 . 7 
1 :::::oo IF BF'~ < 1 U<:F· I NT, , II X" 
12:: 10 IF BFi: > 1 I.. .. PF: I NT, , , , II X II 
:i. :::;;2(> IF BF;:< 1 (11\lDc.::: >-... :L I.. .. F'F: I NT, , , 11 * 11 
1 :::;::::o L..PfU !\ IT II INDUCED NEAF;: F'HOF': I!, ; l...J~3 I 1\!GlYt.; I< ( 11) !I (I< ( 11) ·-4) ) r:: n ::; ; 
1340 BQ=CKC63)-KC81l)/.25 
1 :~::~=:.;o r F BD< 1 LF:F r NT, !I "x II 
J. 360 IF BQ > :l L .. FF'' I NT, ' , , "X II 
1370 If=' BQ< 1 AI\ID:= > ..... 1 LF'F: I NT, !I 'I !I* II 
1. 3!-30 LPF·UNT 11 HABIT. NEr~F: PHOF: 11 :1, L.JSINGU$; I< C61) !' <K C6l) ---4)) ;:::;: .. 4; 
1390 BS=<K<67l-K(85lJ/.25 
1400 IF BS < 1 LF<:P I NT, , II :X: II 
1 't 10 IF BS > 1 I_PR I NT' , , , II X II 
1420 IF BS< 1 AND:::::> -- l LPF: I NT, , , "*" 
14::~:0 LPFdNT 11 14A PHDFi:U~",, USINGU$; t::: < 16), Cl< ( 16) ..... 7; /3. ~i 
1440 BQ=(K(:l6)-7))/3.5 
1 w:.;o :r F BQ< 1 LF<P I 1\IT ~ , "x" 
1460 IF' BQ > 1 LF'F.: I NT~ ' , , II X II 
14 70 IF~ BCJ < l AI'·JD::::: >-1 LFF:: I NT, , , !I* II 
1480 u=·r.:;: I NT II 1·4B F·HCJF<: I f.:i II ~ , us r NGLH;; K c 19 > !' ( r::: < 19) .... 6, > / ::~: .. :s; 
1490 8Q=(K(19)-6))/3.5 
1 ~500 IF BO< 1 L.F,:P I NT, ~I II X I! 
l ':i 1 0 I~:: BD > :l L..F'F<: I NT, , ~ , II X II 
1520 IF BD< 1 AND;-.:: >--·1 l..F'F': I !\IT' , , II*!! 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
1 ~525 GO SUB 4000 
15::::0 GOSUB 3140 
:l~i31 GOSUB 2210 
1:.540 LPf:;: I NT, ' ' II VEFH I Cf.:tL VEF':GENCE SY~3TEM II 
1541 LPF':If\IT"'v'EFniCAI.... F'HOPit~ D", USINGLJ$; I< (6), Cl< (6) .. -0)) /. 5~ 
1550 CG=CKC67l-KC85ll/.25 
1560 IF CG< 1 L..F:P I NT, ' II X II 
1570 IF CG > 1 LPf-': I I\IT ,, , ~· , "X" 
1580 IF CG<:Lt~ND:::::>--1 LF'f:INT,,,"*" 
1590 L..F'f:;: I i'H II Bf..)f:3E DN F'f;: I Sl'"l OD II ' ' us I 1\!GU·:!;; l< ( 7) , (I< ( 7) ·····0) ) / .. ::; , 
1600 BT=CKC67 l -KC85))/.25 
161 o IF BT < 1 u:<:P I NT, ~· II x " 
1620 IF BT>:t u~·f':Ir.,n,,,, "X" 
16:30 IF BT<1?it'-ID=>-·:L LFF<:INT:,,,"*" 
1.~40 LF'R I NT II F::ECOl...lEF:Y", u~:; :r r.JGU$; l::: ( 9 l 
1650 L.F'P r 1\IT" Bf:ISE uP PF I S1'1 oo II , , us I I\!GU$; r< un , o< < 9; -o > > ; • s ~ 
1660 BZ=CKC9l-0)/.5 
1670 IF BZ<l LF:F'INT,,"X" 
1680 IF B z. > 1 L..PP I NT, , !I ' II X II 
1690 IF' BZ<:L(W,JDo:::> -·- :1. L.PFINT~,,, "»:" 
1 7oo u:·f~: r I\IT II PECOVERY II , ,, us I r.lGU$; I< < 1. o l 
1.705 GOSUB 5000 
17 :to LYF: r NT" VEfn F'I··IOF<: I,:, N II , ~ us I !\IGU$; I< < ::7 J :• c i< < 27 l -·o; J l .. :.5 :: 
1720 CH=CKC27l-.5l/.25 
1730 IF CH<:I. L.FFINT,,"X" 
:L 7 !.';() IF CH > 1 i....F:·F;: I f\JT ~ ~ , , II X !I 
1750 IF CH< 1 AND= >·-.. 1 LPP I !\IT' , ' II ;j( II 
1 7 60 u=·p r NT II BDP on II , ~ us I NGU$; t< < 22 l , 1 I< ( 2s J ·-o) J / • s; 
1770 BY=<KC28l-Ol/.25 
1780 IF l3Y<1 L.FF'INT,, "X" 
1 7C)(i IF BV>:l L..f:>f;:INT!,,, !I ''X'' 
1800 IF BY< lr~ND,=>-·J. LPF:INT, ,, ,, ":t" 
1. 8 :1.0 LF'Fd NT" F<:E:CD\.JE:F<:Y" , , US I NGU·$ ~i i< ( 29) 
1220 u=·F<: I r~n" BUP" , , us I NE1U$; f< c 301 , < ~::: c 30 l ·--o J /. 5; 
1830 BX=C K(30 l-Ol/.5 
:l ~:3 40 IF Cl-·l< :1. L.RP I NT~· ' II X II 
1.850 I r= B :x: > :t L..FF<: I NT!' ,, , , II x II 
1860 IF BX<H-ii\.JD=-=>-·-1 L.F'PINT,,, 11 *" 
1870 LPF: I l\lT II F<:EC:Q \.jf':Y II !I , us I NGU$; ~::: (:51 ) 
1875 GOSUB 4000 
1 t.~DO GOTO .3040 
1890 GOE)UB 3140 
:t 89l LPF<: I NT 11 CONVEF<:GEJ,_tCE FUNCTION" 
1!:'392 LPF:II'~T"ADDUCTION BO",, ,, , "L 11 !' "r'1", "H" 
189:::: c;osuB 2EJ:I. o 
:t 900 i_F'F<:INT 11 Bl..l.Jf.:;: DISTf.iNCE 11 ~ USINGU$; I< ( 1) ,, Cl< ( 1) .... 8)) ;:~::; 
1910 8A=(KC67)-K(85JJ/.25 
1920 IF BA< 1 LPF' I NT, :• "X" 
19~:.0 IF BA > 1 LPI:;:INT:, ~,~"X" 
1.940 IF BA< 1 AND::;:: >·-·1. L .. F'F.' I I\IT, ~· !I II* II 
1. 950 L.J>f'.:: I l\.iT If Df':E(i~::: D I STf~lNCE II, , us I NGU$; I< ( 2) , ( !< ( 2) .... :l9) ) I 4. 6; 
1960 BB=C KC2 )-19)J/4.6 
1970 IF~ BB< 1 L.F.:F' I NT~ , "X" 
1 9~30 IF BB > 1 L.F'F:: I NT, , , , "X" 
F'age :2C.i 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
1990 IF BB<lAND= >- 1 LPRINT~,, 11 * 11 
2000 LPR:INT"RECOVERY DISTANCE", USII\IGU$; K (3), <I< CS) ·-9) /3; 
2010 BC=CK<3>-9>13 
2020 IF BC< 1 LF<:F' I NT' ' II X II 
20~30 IF BC > 1 LF'~: I NT, , , , "X" 
2040 IF BC< 1 AI\JD:::; >--1 LPF: I 1\.!T, , , II* II 
2050 GDSLJB ~:;. 140: 
2051 L.F'FdNT "BL.UP AT N",, USINGU$ ; ~:: (21), (I< (21) -- 13> ) /4; 
2060 BD=<K<21)- 13l / 4 
2070 I F' BD< 1 L.F<:P I NT !I ' II X II 
2080 IF BD > l t_H:;: I NT' , ' ' II X !I 
2090 IF BD< :t AI\ID:::: >·-·1 L.F'P I NT :• , !I II* II 
21 oo L..PF•: I l'rr II BF:E{.:;I< r:1 T N" , , us I NGLJ·$; t< < 22; ,I <I< < 22 > --1 9) > / 4. 7 
2110 BE=(K<22 l-19l/ 4.7; 
2120 IF BE<l LF<:i='II\JT, :1 "X" 
21~~:.0 IF. BE> :L L..F'F:INT,,,,,''X' 1 
21·40 IF BE<l.rlND=> .. ·-1 LPPINT, ,, "*" 
21 ~)0 L.F'F<: HH II F: ECC:'J\./EF:Y PtT 1\.1 II ' 'us Ii'IGU$; I< \:'23) , ( !< ( 23) - 9) I 4; 
2160 BF=(K(23)-9l/4 
2170 I F BF<l LFPINT,,"X" 
2180 IF BF>l LF'!?I NT,,,,"X" 
2190 IF BF<lAND=:> .. -1 L.FF<:INT:1 ,, "* 11 
2195 GOSUB 5000 
2196 LF'PI !\IT" 
22:00 GOTCJ 250(~ 
22:1.0 l...FF~: I NT,, , , , "PtCCDl''1i"1DDAT I w:: FUNCT ION II 
~~:;:' 1 1 u=·F<: I NT II F3 I !\iOCULAF: M I NL::;" ~ , us I NGU$; I<< ::A 1 , c f::: < :.::; 4 > --2. 5) /. 1:37 r. 
2220 8G=(K(34)-2.5l/4 
::::30 IF B!:.j< 1 LF:F' I NT , , II X II 
2240 IF BG > 1. LF'F.: I l'.lT , , , , "X" 
2250 IF BG< 1 Pt!'-.iD=: >--· :t LP:::;: I 1\lT, ' , II* II 
2260 LFF.: r r\iT" B I r-~oc 1"1 r I\! US 33Ci"l" , , u~3 I NGuj~;; r< < ~;: 1 , ( f< ( 321 .. -:;;:: .. ~s l 1., ~:37; 
2270 BW=.o ( f:: ( ::) .<-1- ) ... 2 • ':)) /4 2280 IF Bl·+< 1 U<:F I J\.iT, ' 11 X 11 
2::El(i IF BW > 1 L..F'F: I !'.iT, , , ' I! X II 
2290 IF BW< 1 AND c.:: > ....  l L..F'f': I 1\H, , ' I!* II 
z::;.::)() L.Pf': I I'H "B I NCotJLAF~: F·L..u::;" :• , us I 1\!C:!U$ :: l< < :s4 l , \ k < ~'V+) ... _ J. • 9 l 1 • ::~7 :: 
2310 BH=CKC34 l-2. 5 l/ 4 
2320 IF BH < 1 L..l::;:p I NT, ' II X" 
~::::::so IF Bi-i > 1 L.F'F: r NT , , , , "x" 
2340 IF BH< lAND== >-- 1 LF·~:I NT,,, "*" 
:2:350 GOSUB 3140 
23~5 :L LF'F: I NT" ACCOMMOD?H I\)E r:·mnuF:E-:" , us r i'lGU$; < :,: ( 17) ·-+: c 18; ! ~ 
2:352 LF'f': I NT; 0:::1 7) -+~ ( 1 Fl! --l l /. ::::7 ; 
2360 BI=<K<1 7 l -K \18l-1>1.37 
2~~70 IF B I< 1 LF'F' I NT' ' II X II 
23BO IF B I > 1 L.F'R I NT !I , ' ' II X !I 
2 :390 IF BI<:LPtND'-=>-·-1 L.F'F:INT,,, "* " 
5)/.37; 
2410 8V= CK C3 4l-2 .5l / 4 
2420 IF B\1·::1 L~:P INT~ ~"X" 
24~~:.0 IF B\l > 1 LF'M: I NT~ , ~ ~ "X" 
2440 IF B1v< :lr~ND:::-"> ..... 1 LPPIN T , ~ ,, "*" 
24:50 LPF.:INT"0~3 F'OST URE" ~, US'iHlf5U$ ~ t:: ( 14) ·-·i< ( 1~5), II<< 14 ) ·-K < 15) ·--1. ~.:: 
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CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
5)/lt55; 
2460 BU=<KC34)-2.5)/4 
2•+70 IF BU<1 LRF'INT~ , "X" 
:~.i:J.f::lO IF BU>1 LPFUNT ~,,,"X II 
2·4·81 IF BU< 1 AI\ID= >·-·1 LF'f<: I NT, ~ , II* II 
:24B5 C:·!OSL.JB l.J.OOO 
2490 GOTD 1. ~i40 
2500 ("_:jOf"::lUB 3 :lltO 
2501 I..F'R I NT II f.'~BDUCT I ON B I II 
2510 L.F'F<:I NT II BLUF: DISTANCE II' 'us I NG"!U$; l< ( 9) 
2520 !....PFHNT"BF':EAK DISTP-\I,~CE", ~,USINGU$;~:::(4), 0<(4)-8 )/:?. .2; 
2530 BJ=(K(4)-8)/2.2 
2540 IF:: BJ <1 L.RPINT ,, "X" 
2::i~:iO IF RJ > l LF'i=<' I NT, ' ~· ' II X II 
:;~~"if.JO IF BJ< 1 Al"lm"= >····· 1 LPR r r·~T, , , "* ~~ 
2~570 L.PF•: I NT" r-<:r.::co vE~:v o I fn", , us I NE,U$; !< < 5) , < v < 5) .... 4 l F:::. ~.5; 
2580 BK=CK C5)-4 )/3.5 
2600 LPRINT~,USINGUS;KC48l ,K<115) 
261 (i LF'F I NT II CYL I NDEF<: II ' ' us I NGLJ·$; K ( 87) ; 
LOLV LPRINT,USINGU$;K<87l-KC41) 
26~:;.() L.P~: I NT II A X Is II , , Uf::l I 1\15\)$; I< ( 88) ; 
2640 LPRINT,,USINGV$;K<88)-K(42l 
26:30 LF'i=<'INT"F'F:E;i'•1" ~· ~· Uf3INGU~;;; i< (96); 
2651 LF'RINT,USINGU$;K(89l-K(43> 
2660 LF'F' I NT" PtDD" ~· , U~3 I l\lGU$ :; t< ( 94) ; 
2670 LPRINT~USINGU$;K(94)-K( 103) ; 
2680 LPRINT,US INGU$;K(50), K(98l 
2690 LPF~ I I'H" F·r<: I 8!'1" , , US I NGU$ ; f::: < ··::,;6) ; 
2691 LPRINT,USINGU$;KC96l-f:::C117l 
270 l t...r.::·F<: I NT" m:; SF'HEFE" :• ~·US H~GU ·$ ::I< ( 9()! ; 
27 10 LPRINT,USINGUS;KC90l-K(44 >; 
2720 LPRINT,USINGUS;KC49l,KC116) 
:~::T:::o LJ=• p I l'-.iT "CYI.. .. I I\IDEf-;:" , , U~'J I I\IGU$; r:: ( 9 1) ; 
2740 LPRINT,USINGUS;KC91)-K(45); 
:2750 L.FPH.!T "F'F:ISM",, USINGU$; I< (9~S); 
2751 LPRINT,USINGU$;f:::C93l-K<47) 
276(1 LP F:INT"PtXIS",, ,USINGU$;1<< 9 2); 
2761 LPRINT,USINGUS;K(92>-K<46 )-
2770 LPRINT"P~DD",, USINGU·$; K <95); 
2780 LPRINT,USINGU$;KC95)-K(1 04); 
2790 LPRINT,USINGU$;K<51l,KC99l; 
2800 LF'PINT"PPI~'lt'1",, U~:;INGU$; I< C97) ; 
2801 LPRINT , USINGLJ$;K<97)-KC118> 
28()~2 EICJSUE~ ~:: 1·<l(> 
::zso::::. L..PF<: I r-n" * < ·-- > Fm<: f.?.P,nE DD'-'JN oP BA~:::r:: IN" 
2!::1 :l. 0 C:iDSUB ~':: 140 
28:1.1 L..F'Fd NT"F;:(.iNGE", ~· US IN(~.!.J$; K ( 101), i< ( 102) 
2131 ~"5 GDSUBSOOO 
: :820 GOSUB ~~; 1 L~O 
2EQ l LF'F: I !\IT II OCUlf-iF PATHCUJGY" 
·:·t:c::: LF·t=<: r NT" CJPHTHPLtv!oscoP\/ o:o II~· , o 1·* 
:::::s:3o LPF: I '''T" or-HTH?~LMoscoPv m:; II , ~· o2s 
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CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
2835 GOSUB ~5000 
2EJ.c"H) LPf':I NT"HI S TOf':Y: G0~3UB 3140: LPf':INT: H$: bOE3U B 31-40 
2842 LPFU !\IT II f':ECDMMENDr-'H IONS II ' F:~t; 
2844 LPf':INT"NEXT APPOH.lTMENT", !I P H; 
2846 LF'P I NT II FILE NAI'1E" ' ~ N3$ 
28·'t8 GCJTO 5000 
: ~850 IF Bt<< 1. LJ~:t=· I NT~ !I "X" 
2860 IF Bl< > 1 LF'F.: I NT~ , !I , "X " 
2870 r F m<< u:~ND= >····1 u::·R: r NT, , , "*II 
::8El0 GO SUD ~::; 140 
::2!3H J. L.F'F I NT II BLUF<: NEI~F:" ~ , U~i I 1'-.!GU~t;; t< ( :;::4) , ( i< ( 24) ·-1 1 ) I 3; 
2890 BL=CKC24l-11l/3 
2900 IF BL<:L L.r:;:PINT~,"X 11 
29 1 U IF BL.. > l LPf<: I r·H , , , , "X" 
:2~9:,?0 IF~ BL< :t:!:·d\ID"==> .. -1 L..F'FINT,,, ";t;" 
2~1:30 L .. PfdNT"BF::EAl< NEAF",,USH.IGU$;!<<::25) (\<:(251 - 20)/2.8; 
2940 BM=(K(25l-20)/3 
29!50 IF fWl< l Lt<:P I NT) , "X" 
2960 IF~ Bl'i> l L..F'P INT ,,, , "X" 
::::c? ·7c} I F' I3r1<.1 r1t\~ IJ::::; >·-1. L.t::~ri~ I t\i·r ... ~ ~ '' :t. ,. 
:::-:9\30 L..r:.·R I NT " r<:E~CD'v'E.f':V ~- l E i::::F" ~ ~US I I\J[jl.J$, J: : C?6 ) , o::: C 26 ) ..... L?) /2. 9; 
2990 BN=<K<26)-12)/3 
3000 IF Br·l< 1 u::~p I NT , , "X" 
~:; 11 o IF Bl\l > 1. u=:·r": I NT , ~ , , II x" 
~; :t ~:~ 0 IF~ f!l\1< :!. P.I\JD::: > .... t l...F'F I (\J'T'' !1 !I "*" 
~~:025 GIJ~)LJE{ .Cf ()()() 
30 ~SO GOTO :l 2:~:.0 
~:.040 (3 Df::!UB ::::; :i. 40 
:::041 t...r.::·F: I NT, ,I !I II CDPNEr-'~"-· CCJNTOUF~" 
:::.042 u:·F<: I NT" OD KERATDI'•1ETF<:V" , , UEi I NGU$:; t::: (52) , I< <53) 
:305() L.PJ:;::Ii ... H"DE3 KEF'I:iTOMETF: Y 11 ,, U::::;Ir\lGU '<~:; I< (56), r::: (57 ) 
3051 LF'f~: I !\IT II " , !I us I NGU·:t;, f::: ('58) , I< (59) 
:3oss Go!:;us l~.ooo 
30:::>60 GDTC) ::::; L 60 
:S08(l I F W7':t::::" y II GDTO :3 :l 00 
~~oc~'O IF ~.p~.p"" "l\l" [jOTD ~:; 1:50 ~ GOTCJ :::::07() 
~=; :1. OU C:iDTD 700C1 
~::.:1.01 LF'F:INT!1, "NEt.-) f':X 11 , ,1 "DELT(~",, "N. \N::i";" 11 , " 0. 'v1!::." 
~:; 1 0? LFF I NT " OD ~3F' HEFi:E" , , LIS I NC:)U$; ~: ( 86) :; 
3110 LPRINT,,USINGU$;KC86 ) -K C40); 
31 :20 GOTO 2600 
·3 1 ~=:.o CLS ~ PP I NT" PAT rENT CCJF'Y v iN " 
~~ ; :l :; l I N l·=::r:: ·1 ·$ 
-::; :t ::~:2 IF I ~-s=== II v 11 F:Ui\1 II F·T / Br~s '1 
·~; 1 ~;~.:;. IF I<f; :::!! !\!II PUN" I 1\lT /B{:IS II 
::::1.34 GOTO :~ 1::.1 
3140 Z=PEEK(16424>-:L~POKE 16425,Z~LPRINTCHRS<11)~RETURN 
:~;. 1 :50 F~: EJ1 
3 1. 60 GDSUB3140~L.PF~INT"* CONTRCiL *"~C ·$!1 11 ~·-lE?~R " ~1<(20) 
:~; l6 l GDSUB 4000: L.Pf-': I NT~ , ~ " D I r:'iC:d\ICJ~3 I~.:;": l:;jDSUB::: 140 
::: 1. 7 0 Z :::· :::: ( I< ( :L 7 ) .. +:: ( :l 8 ) ) -.. ( l< C l 2 ) ..... i< ( l 3 ) ) 
3:1.71 ZQ=K( l 9)-K(16) 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
3180 IF ZQ=O GOTO 3190 ELSE ZX=ZPIZQ 
::.:t·::-10 I F t:::(11)>7 AND ZX<5 L F' f':INT"CONVER(-jENCE I l\i t! UFFICIENCY" 
3200 IF ~::: ( 0) < -.. · 1 AND Z X >5 LF'F: I NT" D I \iE:F:GENCE I i'··.t:::3UFF I C I ENCY" 
~~;~~10 IF KOU >7 r-~ND ZX> ~:i PtND ZX <~5. 8 L.PFHNT"DI'JEF<:GENCE:: !:.=~XC ESS" 
3120 I r-· t::: < 11 ) < 0 P11'.1D Z X >5. B LF'P I NT" CCJI\1\/Ef':GEI\ICE EX CEt:l~~-3" 
-:r 1 ,-,,...i 
. .; .... . ,:."':. IF BB·--BC>1 LPRINT"D ISTr-4r~CE CONVEF<:GEN CE SENSOF.:Y DYSFU!\ICT" 
312:~; IF B,J .... B!< > J. L.PF<: I NT II D I f:>TAI\ICE D I 1\/EF?GENCE GEI\ISOF<"Y' DYSFUNCT II 
::::.1 :N r F BE-·· DF > 1. L ..PF: I ~,:r II Ntt:w<: coN\lEPf5ENCE ~3ENElOF:Y DYSFUNCT II 
3125 IF Btvt·-· BN > 1 LF'P I NT" NEAF D I \/EF.:l;EJ' .. tc::E SENSOPY DYSFUNCT" 
~::226 I F' (8E-.. ·Eil:::-) ..... (BB --BC) <O u:·PINT"(:'~CCD INTF. ~<J CONV .. SENS . Fi'-l" 
32~:·:7 IF ( :t::i"I""'BN) ·- ( BB-·-BC ) < 0 L. F'h: I i\IT ll (.~CCD I i\lTF'. w D I VG" ;3ENG " Fl\! I I 
3:2:::o I r.:· ~::: < 1 o•.s, < >I<< 1 oc; > LF'F: r 1\!T II ~3F'H r~ r.x· r cAL. s:.~ N I SD!"!ET~:m.:· r A" 
3240 IF i< ( 1 o6 > <>I< c 1 :to> LPP n.!T II CYL I NDFd CAL. r:.;r.n 30I'1E:TPDF' H\" 
::::::2!50 IF i<(l0~ii<>K<109) ?~ND !<C:L06> <::-t:::·(:t10/ LFRI!\iT 11 CI"'PD ANEiD" 
3260 IF K(1 05l AND KC109l >O GOTO 3320 
:::270 IF K ( 1 OS! < -·-4 L .. F'F I NT" rH GH t'f/OP I!:'.;" 
3280 IF KC1 05 )(-4 OR KC109l<-4 GOTO 3320 
:::.:'?90 IF' I< ( 105 } >-·-2 DF;: l< ( 109) >-<2 LPP I NT ll L .. Ol-<J 1"1YDP I A II 
3300 IF KC105))-2 OR K<1 10 )>-2 GOTO 3320 
3::::.10 L..Pf': I t··.~T ' 1 1'1 0DEF<:(·iTE i'1\'0F' I?~ 11 
::::::::::::::0 IF r::: C :lOl::·) <--::? OF: I< ( :L 10) <·<2 L.PF~: H'.!T"HIGH ASTIG 11 
3330 IF !<(106)<-2 OR !<(110)<-2 GDTD 3360 
3350 IF K(105l<O AND K(109l<O GOTD 3410 
3360 IF f::: ( 105 ) >4 OF: ~::: ( :!. 09) :::.,/.f L.F'F' I NT II HI C'+·! H'y'f='E~POF' I A II 
3370 IF K<lOS>>4 DR KC109l >4 GOTO 3410 
3380 IF KC105l<O AND KC1 09 l<O GOTO 3410 
sYIO r r· I< c 1 Ci~S, < 2 Of': i< c 1 o9) < :;::: l_Pr;: r I\IT" Lm'J 1-r·/PEPDP In II 
3·4·0() L .. FP I i\l'T' 11 I"!ClDEFf..~TE~ HYF'E:F;:CJF I(.~ I I 
::::. "'11 0 IF I<< 105 ) >U f.'iND I<< 109 i < 0 LF'F<: I NT" f.d\IT H1ETP OF:· I A" 
::4:20 IF t< ( l. o;.:.) < o (.~,ND l< \ 1•::>9) >o L..F'P :r hiT" ?'ti"IT r MET PDF' I A II 
3·W:::o CdJ~3UE: ::::; 141 
:::.:2~~:. 1 L.F'P I i'iT I I ENT~:Ar· .. lcE (.:·;cuI TY ::::o 1 II :: v ( 1 oB; ; : L.PP I !\IT II ~20 / ,, ; i< ( 49 ; 
;::.•1.40. L.PP I hiT " COF<'f<:ECT[D TO 20 I I!; I< ( :L OD) ; : LP t<: I i\IT !! ·~~0 / II; I< ( 1. 12) 
::~A~:i Ci LY'Pil\!T"PF:ESCPIF'TIClN ~~CUITY20/":; 
::::A 51 LPF: I NT'; ~::: ( :l 15) ; : LFF: I NT" ~~0 /" ; I< ( :ll2) 
34~.52 C~C6UB ·'+000 
:::::4;y:.::; Gf.EUB ::: :1. 40 
3lJ.~'.56 L.F-:P I NT~ ~ , "ACCOt"'MODIH I VE / CC I'l\/Ef'~:E£NCE FU!,iC I TDi\!" 
:.::..<l60 I F ZX=O GOTO 3463: L .. F'F::INT 11 .1.4b r:::1C/fY 1 ~ ZX+ .... ·1 
3'l62 LF'RINT 11 DIST f.~C/{in •1 ..... (I< (0) -- (K ( :i.(:l .. -·1< ( .1. :L))) /2 .. 5 
::::.464 LPF': I NT II D I ST BK !?PiNGE ll , !< ( 2) +tO:: ( L'f) 
;)466 LPP I l\lT" D I ST F:C\.1 P~li'·H:::~r::.: " :1 V ( :::;; ) -H:: ( 5) 
3•l67 C:1DF:lUB 5 000 ~ L..F·r.:;: I NT" NEAF: Bt< r-<:ANGE" ~ ~::: ( z::) +f< ( 2~5) 
3.<:J.,S8 LPF1: I l\iT" NEt~F~: PC\J F-<:r~~NGE:" '' K ( TS) +i< < ::-26) 
3469 LF'P I NT !I NEAF~: BLUh: F.:i~Nt3E II,!< ( :! 1 ) +I< ( 24) 
34 /'!0 C30~"3LiiJ l~(l() (> 
:::;;l.j. 7. 1 LF'P I i'H ll * * * FF::E~ICF I F'T I DN DfHi'~ ***II 
:34 -?2 L.f:lj;~ Il\iT !' , , 1 1 --··--..................... ..... ... ---·-·---·· .. ·---··-··-·· .... - ............... .............. ___ I t ~ GOSl....iB ~~ 1-~~() 
;s4T3 GDTD 8000 
p,CUITY" ~~I< ( 105), I< ( 106) ~ f< ( 107) ~I< ( 108), "7(, F.:ESF'DI',j5E 11 
34 7 5 L.F'F<: I NT II DS SF'HEFE CYL. I i\lDEF: ?Y:< I s 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
ACUITV",I<C10(1) ,K<110) !11<<111) ,1<(112), 11 7~':i F~:ESF'DNBE" 
3476 GOSUB 3140 
3-I+ElO p 1 $=II f':X MOD IF I CAT II: TR$::::: II THEF':AF'Y II~ D 1·$::::: II D I ST II~ N l $= "1'-iEPtF<: II 
3482 EDii= 11 BASE OUT 11 : E I$=" E< r:'1SE DCli,<Jt\{" 
3490 V1=(K(l)-K(4))/2 
3500 V2=CKZ2l-KC4))/2 
3510 V3=CK(3)-K(5)) /2 
3520 V4=CKC21) -KC 24) )/2 
3530 V5= <KC22> -KC25ll /2 
3540 V6=(K(23)-K(26) )/2 
3550 V7=-(KC17)-KC18))+1.25 
3560 V8=- (K(22l-K<25))+1.25 
3570 V9=-(K( 14l-KC15))+1.25 
3580 VA=CKC33) -K (34 )) /2 
3590 VB= <KC7l+K(9)) /2 
3600 VC= (K(28>+KC30) )/2 
:36l0 T:."2$== "2/i···!B /+·FL.SH/D. WALK/OCCD/HNEY~:::;FXD F::oF" 
::~:(::.20 T:.:;·~ ::::" :3/~:;CCD /~<JOF.:DLST /D. POD< / llJP.iLLVEr.:S/V I DEO/F<:I'~DT(:.jCK " 
36 :.::.o T4$== "4/ B+ /B·- /!"l+· /r-·1-- /FL~)I-·1/NF·r~/Bf;:iJCI<ICOBP,LT /OETA I L" 
3640 T5$="5/S. SCCJPE/ '-). GPPHS.i·J·. DUCTNS/BROCI</P. F'USHUPS" 
~;.6;50 T6$ :::: 11 6/NF'CiFP I ~3 i"l/'v1 .. (,PI-E!/ ,J .. DCTi\l~=.l/BROCI<IF' .. PUSHUPS" 
:3660 T7$::::" 7 I ···F'Eli .. ·!/F'F: I :~WI/ V. (:'j~-=·H~1 / ~J. DCT!\!S/D . FWD<! J. S. SCPE" 
3670 T8¥:::: II 8/ -·f~·:::H/ +FL. I FFEF.:S/S" SCOPE" 
:::680 T9$ ::" II ':i / +Ff:)H / ..... FL I F'ClF'ERS / ~). SCOPE" 
3 .si:?o TP,$"''' 1 ' P,/E DF' /F!UF' ./! .. ·ID,. T I L.T /V .. BF'H~; •• 
:::::70() T 1$:::: '' 1. /FC,/TC iPOL.?'1/CKBRD/BDF' /· F·HYD IF' /:3D. S. SCOPE'' 
3710 CiDSUB 3100 
::n :1. 1 L.PP I I\!T1:::·1 $'I ,, TF:$ !1 "Ei''IF Hr.1~3 I~::;", "D\1 F:lFUNCT I ON" 
:::::71 :.~ C7iCl~:1UB ~~; 1 L!·O 
3T20 IF 8?'1< --1. LPF: I NT, v t; !Ill; II H. F'F I Sf•\!! ~ T5$' 'EO·$ :• "D--C-··B .. -·R !I 
372 1 IF BU<-1 LPRINT,T6$ 
::.?::::o ::: F BB< ..... :1. L.Fi;: r NT, lJ:-::; 1' '' ;i ''H .. PF: I El"l '', T6$, , ED$, '' o ....  c ..... B .. · .. F: II 
~~7lft) IF:- BC< ··-1 L..F=~: I l\ll .. , V3; '' '' ; JJ t··!. F'F: I ~31"! ii !' ·r;r~~, !I ED$~ '' D·-C-·-f={~---P '' 
:=750 IF BD< ····1. L. F'F: I !\!T :• 'J t.:j.; " " :j 11 H • F'f': I~:!''! 11 ;r T5~i;, !I [[I<~., "l\i ... C .. ··F>·F': 11 
3751 IF BD<-1 LRPINT,T6$ 
:::::7 60 I r:· BE< ····1 I.. .. PF<: I NT :1 \)5 :i "" ~ "H. r=·F.:: I E) i"'", T8$, !I ED ~ti, "N·-·C .... ·i<·-+:" 
3T70 IF BF<:-· :1. LYF: I NT, V6 ; II"; !! H' FFU Si"!" 'T7'~, 'ED·$~ II t\1·-·C .. -B-f': !I 
37 t.i <) :r. f-::0 :G~J < ···-1 !....!='[;: I l\JT !I \/:'2; II II ; !! !-1 n F' F.~ I S i'1'l !I 'T5·$ !I , t~ I ~j. !I !! [J ·····J)·····i< ··-F~: II 
3781 IF BJ< -1 L.PRINT,T6$ 
J ? ·:.to IF Bl<<-·1 u=·RINT, V3; "";"H. F'F.:ISt·1", T6·$,, EI·$,, "D .. ··D-·F:--F.:" 
~:::(300 IF BL.<-1 LF'Fi:I NT, ')4; II":; "H . PFISt·1" !I T7$, 'EI$, "j\J-··D·-1<··-F.:" 
:3t3:1.0 IF Bl"l<--·1 LFf<:II\I'LI \}':5~ I! II; "H .. F'F<:IE.;I"1 11 , T5~1i,, EI~~, "f' .. I .. ··D·-.. 1< .. ·-~: " 
3811 IF BM<-1 LPRINT,T6S 
3820 I F BN< -·-1. L.F'I-";: I NT,, ')6; " " ; "H. PF I E3t·i" ,, T 6$ ,, , E I$,, "N·<D-F.:--P 11 
:::::s:::::•::. u=· r4m:; O?.B·--Bc) > :t L.F'P H.IT'-J2, II"; "H. FFd Si"i " , T 4$ ,, t::u~t, "r:<:sco" ,, T7t 
3840 IF p,ss \BE ..... m:.-; >:I. : ... PFHNT\/.4; II"; "H. r:; I;:ISI"!", Ts<t.;,, EO$, "PSCN" !' T 7't. 
~!.850 IF AB~3 \Br1-BN> >1 L .. PF.:INT\'5; II"; "H. F·Fusr·1", Tss, EI$, 11 F.:~30N", T7$ 
3860 IF ;:~lBf:; (B~T:-·B~U >l u.::·FUNTi.J2; "";"H. F'FdSI'1" ,, T5·•p,, EI'$,, "F:E;DD", T7$ 
:~~:a7o IF B I > :t or: B :r < t LFF: I !\!TV7:; " "; , T5 'li ~ , II 1 4B r-1DD" 
3871 I~ BI>l OR BI<l LPRINT,T8$ 
3872 IF BI>l OR BI<l LPRI NT~T9$ 
3f:!::J() IF BV >BU L.F'R I NT'v'8; ~ ,, T5$, , "1 ::m 1:mo OD" 
3881 IF BV>BU LPRINT,TB$ 
3882 IF BV>BU LPR INT,T9$ 
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CASE ANALYS I S PROGRAM 
-:;::890 IF BU >B'V LPF.: I I\IT'V9; " "; ~ T5$ ~ ~ " 1 ~':.i B ADD Oe " 
3891 IF BU >BV LPRINT,TB$ 
389 2 IF BU >BV LPRINT, T9$ 
:::;.r:too IF BG< ·-1 LPR I NTVA; , T8$ :1 , "Ed NO C ADD +· DEF" 
:39 10 I F BG< -- 1 L.Pf<: I NT~N:1; , T 9$, , " B I NOC (:iDD -·· DEF" 
::820 I F I~B::; ( (C t::i ) >1 L PFH.iT\.18, 11 11 ; 111v1 • P !=<: I GM" , TA$,, :0 1·$ 
39:30 REi•! 
::s93 :1. t:i Cl f.) UB :: ~: l 40 
::;:rr:.2 L.YFn NT " u~;E < ·-· > sIGN F"OFt: ~ Bf.:;~; E H -.1 Of': Bri~3E ur:.·" 
3c;:~~5 Eio::;up ·4000 
~;,r:;:~:.7 L.. er:.:: I !',I T :1 , , ' 1 Dr FFERE NT r At_ PPESCR I PT I Oi'-1 o~~~,TA II 
3 '=f 3 8 L F p I NT ' ~ , " .... ·-- -·- -- .. _ ..... _ ,_,_ -·- -· --·- ·-· -.. -- --· -· ............... _ ..... ---·- -- -· ....... II 
3939 FOR N=l TO 3 : GOSU8 31 4 0:NEXT 
:::940 c::;o ·r o ::::: o7o 
1.j.(l01 F:ET L!F':I\.1 
~soo.::) L.FF<: r NT~H r.:;: r Nt;s ( 2s, " -" ) 
5 00 l F E::·ru F": N 
6000 C::iU~)UB "t000 
600 1 FOR N=l TO 6 :GOSUB 31 40 :NE XT 
b002 GDTO :3 1 :so 
7004 GOSUD 704 0 : L.PRI NTCHR$!94> ; K< 90)-K( 44 ),K( 91 ) - KC45> ,; 
70o~:; LPF;: :r. r\tTCH F.: ·:t ( 9 '1· > ; K < '12; ···I< ( 4/~; , K r: ~?:::::) --K < 4 7 l , r=: < 49) II / II v ( 116) , ; 
70o.s LF'F I!'HCHF·$ <94); r::: <9Sl --t< < 10,=+1, K <971 ·- r::: \1 18>, ~::: (9'-ti " !"K ;;s1) 
?G :L () c:~oro 2f:3 :L o 
70·'l0 f-<:ET UF.:i\1 
~:30()() L .. i:::·F~~ I ~\I 'T 11 CJI) ~J F' I-·IE:F~E: cv·L. I l\ifJE:f~: ~::i ><I ::3 ,~i C:U I ·r\l 11 !I ~ ~::: ( -4\) ) ; 
800 :L L F·F: I l\n !I r=:: ( 41 ) , !< .; 4 2) , !< ( 4 81 , " H,;B I Tur:-li_ II 
sc}c)~.~ t_ F>f~: I !\i--r· I ! o~:; sr:·I-·iE~F-:E c .... t'L. I r\!D E~: ?~xI E; ~~ c:tJ I 1'\l J!, ~ ~< ·: .. q .. q. > ; 
f.3003 L.PF<: I l\lT, i< ( .:'].~}) , I< ( -'l 6) !I ~< ( 49) , II Ht:~B I Tt.H~ L.. II 
t3004 GCJ f)i.JB ::::: 14() 
PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
1 REM 02 MAY 1981 THIS PROGRAM IS COPYRIGHT 
2 REM BY TORRANCE L. TREVORROW 
3 REM 44-006 HULAKAI PL, KANEOHE HI 96744 
5 cu::AR soo 
6 DI!VI~::: ( 120) 
10 REM PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
20 CU"3~ INPUT"F-:ECr::'iU .. f':ECOFW WITH l\li:;ME"; N$ 
::::o DFE!\J II I II :• :i. ' i\l$ 
40 INPUT#l,N3$,DS,A,HS,01$,02S,C$,RS,Rl$ 
50 PRINTN3S,DS,A,H$,01S,02$,CS,RS,Rl$ 
60 FOR Z=O TO 119 
70 I NPUT:J:!: 1 , 1-=: ( Z) 
BO F'F<: I i".rn:: ( Z ) :; 
'7l0 NEXT Z 
l. 00 C!JlSE:J:I=:!. 
105 PF<:HH~ H ·-IPUT 11 PD DI::3TANCE At--.lD I\!Ef:1F.: 11 ; PD$ 
1 Oh I NF'lJ'T" FRf';t1E SPEC IF I CP-1T I m~S 11 ; FS:t• 
1.07 II\IF'UT''I'1UL.TIFOCr~lL .. SPECIF'IC{~lTIClnS''; !VIF·$ 
10El INFUT' '~-:)ET F·F:II'-.IT SIZ I::: TO 1'-.IOFI"l(:,L .. DF L.P,P(3[ N/N'' ::XX$, 
109 IF XX•~::::IIi\! 11 GOTO 700 
l 1 ~) IF=- X X·:!:-= 11 L 11 C:J(J'TO 8(H) 
l :l :1. (3DTD l O::)FJ 
:;:: 10 u:~·f~: I NT";., SLJ!Vil•H:':F:\'' I:::l PF::Oii I DED BELOL<J FDF: THE RESULTS OF 
YOUf~: \/ISION EXPti'•1H~ATIDl'··.! ON ";D·:t 
II; i< ( 46) 
:240 L..PF: I i".IT II ifJH I Ci .. ·! COULD :DE C::OF.:FECTED TO ~.2() /II; K ( :l ()f:l) 
250 LFF: I l'H" ENTF,:r-4NCE ')I SUt1L ACU I TV IN YOUF<: LEFT EYE V.JAS 20./ 
2b0 L.Pf-:;: I l''-JT II VJH I C!--·1 COUl...D DE COPFEC"f'ED TO 20 .i' II; t::: ( :t :!. 2) 
2 ~~~ l) L r-::, F~: I ~\~ .. r '' ''{ c:J LJ rR~~ r~ ~y' E: s ~\J r::: F~ F.~ E x t~ 1'1 I r\~ E: [} r::· Ci F? iq r\t .... 1"" ~; :r c:i r~ ~3 (J F:· F· A ·r 1-·t C:J L... cJ G ·l 
OR EYE DISEASE AS WELL AS HOW THEY RESPOND TO THE STRESSES OF 
YCJ UF: cc::ur-:>r-Yr roNr::,L. NEED:; . II 
29() L.FF I 1\IT 11 BASED ON YDUF' CA~3E HI '::':lTDf.;;:v Al\iD (1 THDPOUEil .. ·i 
EXAM INATION I AM MAK ING THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDAT IONS- '';RS 
291 E10SUB 500 
300 L.F'f':INT 11 TO ENSUf':E THf:1T YOU MAH'-iTAIN THE \'EF:Y EEST tii ~3IDN 
CARE POSSIBLE YOU HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED FOR A NEW APPOINTMENT 
oN II; r.:;::L$ 
310 LPRINT ''IF AT ANY TIME YOU HAVE ANY VISUAL.. DIFFI CUL TIES OR 
Dl.JE~3TION3 F'LEA~;E DO NOT HESITr"'TE TO CONTt-lCT THIS CWFICE. 11 
330 LF'PINT"::3INCEF.:EL.Y~ II 
~;.q.o GDSUB 500 
::.~50 L..F'F::I NT II D~:. D. z. VEF:i¥1 I 1\!WOF.:T !1 
36(; l_F'F: I !:·~T 11 ( ~::;:~~()) 359·-··2()2(1 
PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
:::;:62 LPF;:INT"t'~ COPY OF "tOU~: PREf:1CF::IFTIOI'-.! I-::3 Aru:~cHED BEUJ(;,J" 
::~63 GOf:lUB 500 
:36 ,:J. LPf': I NT" OD SPHEJ;:E 11 , f< ( 86) , "OS SF'i-·IEf:;:E" , K ( 90) ; 
36~:: L.P F:: r NT II on cvL r 1'-lDEF<: II , I< ( 87 l , II os CYL I rmER II , I<< 91) ; 
~!.66 LPRINT"CJD r::':tXIS "!,t<(f38), "Clf:l f.~XIS"!,I<<'':f2) 
36 7 L..F' F: I 1···JT "OD p::;;: I ::;!vi" , t::: ( 89) , "DG F'R I Sl''l" , !< ( 9:5! 
36El LPPINT"(JD ADD" ,,!<(941.,"0~3 f..~DD",f<<951 
:.:::69 L_F:·R I NT" OD {iDD F·f<:I Sl"l", I< ( 96) , "D~3 (:1DD PF I SIT'. I< ( 97) 
:37(i C::dJSUB 5()0 
::::7 :L t_F'I:;;: I NT" Ff<:{-ilviE: ~:3F'EC IF I C{YT I OJ",U3" ~ FS$ 
:372 L.Pf-? I NT" MULTI FOC{iL SPEC IF I UYT I ONE"; MF$ 
·::.·::·~':.'i LFF<Lr-IT 11 EXFIF(YT'ION ONE YE{v.;:: Ff~:m'l ", D$; "UNLES~~.; OTHER~·n::~E 
SF'EC IF I ED" 
:.::.Tl LYF': I NT" DP, D, Z.. 'v'EI~<:M I NWOFT" 
~57i:3 L_ PP I NT" 234 f-iDDF:E:::;s ~3T" 
:37'9 L_F·f.~: I l\4T 11 ~;f,J\/'TCJ l-'Jf~ !I L~ I 'T\f :Z IF·'' 
·- ~- .......... ·~· ·-·· .......... --· ···-··-· ·-· ·--~ - .. ·~- ··-· ···- -·- -- ..... -- ..... ll 
:3El0 FU!? 1\i:::::l TO 5: GU~)UB 50()~ 1\IE:XT: FUi\i" INT /B1~f:)" 
500 Z=PEEK(16424l-:L~POKE :l6425~Z:LPRINTCHR$(lll:RETURN 
700 LPRINTCHR$(29l:GOTO 200 




A more detailed analysis o~ the Initialization program 
is given below with reference to the applicable program line 
numbers in the order accessed. 
A MENU 
160-240 SETS THE VIDEO DISPLAY TO THE OPTIONS AVAILABLE 
25C-~30 LETS THE USER SELECT THE CHOICES VIA THE LIGHT PEN 
B NEW PATIENT DATA ACQUISITION 
350-390 THIS CLEARS THE VIDEO SCREEN AND SETS STRING 
VARIABLES SPACE FOR USE BY OTHER PROGRAMS 
400-760 THIS DISPLAYS THE TITLE HEADING FOR THE OPTOMETRIC 
TESTS THAT WILL BE USED WITH THE LIGHT PEN 
2070-2420 STORES THE CORRESPONDING VALUES FOR THE TITLE 
HEADINGS 
400 SPEC IFIES THE NUMBER OF TEST HEADINGS TO BE USED BY THE 
LIGHT PEN 
2070 SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF NUMERICAL DATA STATEMENTS 
CORRESPONDING TO THE TEST HEADING USED BY THE LIGHT PEN AND 
MUST CORRESPOND THE NUMBER IN LINE 400 
770-1140 PROVIDES THE PRELIMINARY QUESTIONS FOR THE PATIENT'S 
CASE HISTORY, AGE~ DATE OF BIRTH, PREVIOUS PRESCRIPTIONS AND 
VISUAL ACUITY 
1180-1840 THIS IS A DIFFICULT PART OF THE PROGRAM FOR THOSE 
UNFAMILIAR WITH LIGHT PEN PROGRAMMING. COMMENT LINES ARE 
GIVEN IN THE PROGRAM LISTING TO PROV IDE THE USER WITH A GUIDE 
TO THE PRINCIPLES INVOLVED. THIS SECTION DISPLAYS 14 
STAGGERED LIGHT SQUARES AND BLINKS THEM ON AND OFF IN 
SEQUENCE. ALMOST INSTANTANEOUSLY THE VOLTAGE PROVIDED BY THE 
LIGHT SENSITIVE ELEMENTS OF THE PEN ARE MONITORED. 
IF THERE IS A CORRESPONDING CHANGE IN VOLTAGE OF THE LIGHT 
PEN WITH A GIVEN LIGHT SQUARE THE COMPUTER VERIFIES THIS BY 
BLINKING THAT SQUARE FIVE TIMES DURING WHICH THE PEN OUTPUT 
SHOULD VARY COINCIDENTALLY. 
WHEN VERIFICATION IS CONFIRMED THE VALUE SELECTED APPEARS IN 
THE TOP RIGHT CORNER OF THE SCREEN. THE DATA IS STORED AND 
THE NEXT TEST SCREEN APPEARS. IF THE LIGHT PEN IS HELD OVER 
THE LIGHT SQUARE WITHOUT A CORRESPONDING NUMBER <LOWER RIGHT 
OF THE DISPLAY) THEN THE DISPLAY SEQUENCE IS REVERSED AND AN 
ASTERISK IS PRINTED NEXT TO THE INCORRECT DATA WHILE A CHANCE 
FOR THE CORRECT ENTRY IS PERMITTED. 2440, 2680-2750 STORES 
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INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
THE SELECTED DATA UNDEF': A TEI''1 F'OF:PlF<:Y F I L.E CP\U_ED "Z XC" USING (::) 
SEQUENTIAL OPERATING SYSTEM 
2760 AUTOMATICALLY LOADS AND EXECUTES THE CASE ANALYSIS 
FF<:OGF<:A\"1 J:?.P,SI::D ON THE r~·ATIE~.n DAT A :;T OF<:ED UI\.IDEP "ZXC" 
C STORED DATA RECALL 
29 10-3020 ASKS THE DOCTOR WHICH RECORD NEEDS TO BE RECALLED 
AND DISPLAYS THE DATA ON THE VIDEO SCREEN. THE DOCTOR IS THEN 
G I I..,...' EN Tl·-lt=~ ClPT I ON FOF.: A PRINT OUT. I,,J I TH Sm1E EX F'ER I E!'JC::E Ti··!E 
USER WILL RECOGNIZ E THE SIGNIF ICANCE OF THE NU MBERS DISPLAYED 
WHICH ALSO CONF IRM THE ACC URACY OF DATA TRANSFER. I F A 
HARDCOPY IB NOT REQUIRED THE PROGRAM RETURNS TO THE MENU 
D I ':3Fl.JYY' .. 
D DATA STORAGE 
3210-3280 STORES THE DATA IN MEMORY UNDER THE FILE DESIGNATED 
BY THE DOCTOR. THE DOCTOR CAN THEN REC ALL A PATIENT F ILE~ 
UPDATE IT IF NECESSARY AND STORE IT UNDER THE ORIGINAL OR NEW 
NAME. THE PROGRAM THEN RETURNS TO THE MENU. 
~ ANALYSIS PRINTOUT 
2690-2760 RECALLS THE CASE FOR ANALYSIS AND TEMPORARILY 
':3TC:F:[~::; THE!"i Ur·.!Dr=-F: '' l XC'' . SU8;:3EDUENTi_ Y THE f:il\lf"\L.'/'3 IS r.:· r,:Dl1G' AM I~; 
EXECUTED AND IS DISCUSSED IN MORE DETAIL UNDER CASE ANALYSIS 
Ph:UCF:(i!"! 
F DISFLAY OF STORED RECORDS 
3430 RETURNS THE USER TO THE DIS~ OPERATING SYS TEM AND 
DISPLAYS THE CURRENT DISK CO NTENTS STORED IN THE DIRECTORY. 
TCi FETUP!\i ·rc: ·rHt.::: r·ir~i If'~ F'f~:OGF':rii1 ·rHE U~3EP !"lUST TYPE~: "DP1S I C ;~" 
P:~·~ D PF:E:::;s ·rHE r::.~JTE:.F:: l<E\' HJI CE Ui'rri L. THE "r-=<:Er~o~D \·' ::· PfdJ I'"lF·T" 
APPEARS. TH IS THREE STEP APPROACH IS NECESSARY BECAUSE OF THE 
LIMITATIONS IN THE TRSDOS OPERATING SYSTEM . 
G ERASE RECORD 
3130-3150 ASKS FOR THE NAME OF THE RE CORD TO BE ERASED. TO 
CCmF·i_ETE Tl·-iE F'f<:OCESS T"HE USEF<: tv1U~:3T T"YPE "PUN" ?11\iD F'F.: ESS THE 
ENTER KEY TO RETURN TO THE MENU. 
H COMPLETE CASE 
TH IS WOULD NORMALLY BE THE NEXT STAGE AFTER EXECUTION OF THE 
CASE ANALYSIS AND PRINTOUT . COMPLETE CASE ALLOWS THE DOCTOR 
TO MAKE A F I NAL DECISION AS TO THE PATIENT'S PRESCRIPTIONS, 
TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS AN D NEXT APPOINTMENT. 
I PATIENT TRANSLATION 
INITIALIZATION PROGRAM 
20-10000 THIS CONVERTS THE NUMERICAL EXAMINATION RESULTS 
ALONG WITH COMMENTS FROM THE DOCTOR INTO LAYMENS TERMS FOR 
RECOMMENDAT ION AND A TREATMENT PLAN. 
Intermediate Steps 
Tem~orary data storage is used to reduce the memory 
requirements of the program and computer. This is 
ac~omplished by di vidi ng the program int o two sections of 
approximately 16 ki lo bytes. Once data is collected through 
the initialization program ~ it is stored so that the initial 
program may be erased thus freing memory space. The case 
analysis program is then loaded automatically and the 
required data recalled for analysis. Once the analysis has 
been printed the p rogram returns to the menu program whereby 
a final prescrip tion and disposition may be entered. The 
doctor may then store the data under the desired file name. 
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CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAMMING 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
This program per~orms the required analytical 
calculations and executes the printout. The program is 






Graphic Delineation of Findings 
Diaqnosi"~ 
Prescription Data 
Comparison Prescription Data 
Pat :i. ent Summar·y 
The above sections will be discussed with reference to 
program lines and the assumptions used ~or analysis. 
A GRAPHICAL DELINEATION OF FINDINGS 
110-210 SETS THE VARIABLE SPACE REQUIRED FOR THE DATA 
F<:r::CALLED FF.:DI"1 "Z XC" ~ r.::·p!J 'v' I DES A SAFEGUARD TO ALERT THE USER 
IF THE PRINTER IS NOT CONNECTED, SETS THE CHARACTER I PRINT 
SIZE AND ACCESSES DATA FOR ANALYSIS. 
220-240 SETS THE FORMAT FOR PRINTING OF NUMERlCAL DATA. THUS 
ALL DATA IS P~INTED WITH TWO DECIMAL PLACES REGARD LESS OF 
I l\!l::·uT F-TiF:I'-1. 
250-300 PRINTS THE PATIENT'S NAME~ EXAMINATION DATA AND 
1·-l I STCJF.'\'. 
310-2590~2850-3020 PRINTS THE NAME OF THE TEST AND DIGI TAL 
GF.:APH I Cf-1 ( L.OW, tC/./G ~ !·-i I E-:i H j:;·E: SLJLT~3) . f~l\j II* II Is PP I NTED IF j\.i(Jf':! ... IAL.. 
OF' sur~:· EF•: I OF: CJP f~li\1 "\ 11 IF P1 SUB!'.IOF:I'h~L PAT I Ei\IT PESF'CII\ISE IS 
RECORDED. DEFINITIONS ARE BASED ON THOSE OF NORMATIVE 
A!\H1L Y~3 I S ( 30) . 
The Pri ntout Has Six Columns~ 
A Designated Test 
B Patient's Response 
C Deviation f~om Normal 
D Low Column <less than -1 standard deviation from normal) 
E Normal Column (+/- 1 standard deviation from normal) 
F High Column (greater than 1 stand. dev . from normal) 
3160-3220 DEFINES THE FOUR CATEGORIES EVALUATED- CONVERGENCE 
EXCESS, CONVERGENCE WEAKNESS, DIVERGENCE EXCESS, AND 
DIVERGENCE WEAKNESS, WHICH ARE ALL BASED ON THE DEFINITIONS 
FOUND r l\1 II sm;: I Sl·i····· CL r ~-.~I CJ1L F'EFF;:p,cT roN II us r NG THE 
DISTANCE/NEAR PHORIA AND THE AC/A RELATIONSHIP. 
3222-3420 DETERMINES THE TYPE OF AMETROPIA ENCOUNTERED 
CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
<LOW~MED~HIGH)~ MYOPIA~ HYPEROPIA~ AND ANISOMETROPIA. 
ASTIGMATISM IS CATEGORIZED INTO SIMPLE, COMPOUND AND MI XED. 
FURTHER COMPUTATIONS ARE MADE TO DETERMINE IF THERE IS A 
RELA TIVE SENSORY PROBLEM ASSOCIATED WITH CONVERGENCE OR 
DIVERGENCE AT NEAR OR FAR DISTANCES. THIS MAY ALE RT THE 
OPTOMETRIST TO RELATIVELY SUPERIOR OR INFERIOR SENSORY-MOTOR 
FINDINGS AND THUS HELP ISOLATE THE INTERVENING VARIABLES 
RESPONSIBLE FOR THE PHENOMENA. 
C PRESCRIPTION DATA 
This include habitual and 7a prescription, final 
prescription and therapy recommendations. Prism base 
direction is specified along with the dysfuncti on which 
prompted the recommendation. Several assumptions are made and 
are discussed in the relevant sections. 
3471-3600 THIS PROVIDES THE VARIABLES WHICH CALCULATE THE 
RECOMMENDED PRESCRIPTION MODIFICATIONS. THE CALCULATIONS 
ASSUME THE MID-POINT RANGE FOR ANY GIVEN FINDING REPRESENTS 
THE IDEAL POSTURE FOR THE VISUAL RESPONSE BEING MEASURED. FOR 
THE ACCOMMODATIVE TESTS IT IS ASSUMED THAT THE NORMATIVE 
VALUES ARE THE DESIRED VALUES. THUS THE LENS MODIFICATION TO 
ALLOW THE DESIRED SUBJECTIVE RESULTS IS USED. THESE 
ASSUMPTIONS ARE EASILY UNDERSTOOD AND PROVIDE A SIMPLE 
FRAMEWORK FOR REFERENCE. FROM THE LITERATURE REVIEWED THERE 
IS NO PROOF THAT ANY SET OF ASSUMPTIONS WILL PROVIDE THE BEST 
VISUAL CORRECTION FOR ANY GIVEN PURPOSE OR PATIENT. 
3610-3700 REPRESENT VARIOUS TREATMENT OPTIONS BASED ON A 
VISUAL THERAPY PROGRAM AND PROVIDE SUMMARY INFORMATION FOR A 
POSSIBLE THERAPY REGIMEN. 
3710-3820 ISOLATES THE PATIENT'S RESPONSES THAT DETERMINED 
THE TREATMENT RECOMMENDATIONS THROUGH PRISM PRESCRIPTION 
AND/OR VISUAL THERAPY. THE PROGRAM DETERMINES WHICH VI SUAL 
RESPONSES ARE SUB-NORMAL AND PRINTS THE PRISM BASE DIRECTION 
WHEN APPROPRIATE. THE FOUR LETTER DYSFUNCTION CODES ARE GIVEN 
IN THE APPENDIX. 
D COMPARISON PRESCRIPTION DATA 
6999-7010,2810-2840,3130 PRINTS A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE 
CONTROL PRESCRIPTION AND THE PREVIOUS PRESCRIPTION SO THAT 
THE OD/06 CHANGES BECOME APPARENT. THIS MAY RESULT IN FURTHER 
INVESTIGATION IF THE REFRACTIVE CHANGES DO NOT CORRELATE WITH 
OTHER FINDINGS. OPHTHALMOSCOPY, CASE HISTORY,RECDMMENDATIONS 
AND FILE NAME ARE ALSO PRINTED. NOTE: THIS SECTION IS ACCESS 
ED DIRECTLY IF THE FILE IS RECALLED FROM STORAGE. IF THIS I S 
A NEW FILE THE USER IS RETURNED TO THE MENU AFTER THE CASE 
ANALYSIS AND THEN THE DOCTOR COMPLETES THE RECORD. 
E PATIENT SUMMARY 
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CASE ANALYSIS PROGRAM 
The patient is provided with a summary o+ pre/post 
examination ~indings in visual acuity, pathology, doctor 
recommendations, the next appointment, and ~ull prescription 
infor mation in a letter ~ormat. Data is stored either under 
th~:·::: t.E)mpo~-.;:~r·y s;toJ·-agE' ~ili!:-c n<::ime Df ''ZXC '' Di·" the doctor·:·,::; 
selected permanent storage name or number. 
100-800 PROVIDES THE PRINTOUT AS DESCRIBED. BECAUSE 
RECOMMENDATIONS, NEXT APPOINTMENT AND PRESCRIPTION ARE 
REPRODUCED VERBAT IM IN THIS SUMMARY, IT IS NECESSARY FOR THE 
DOCTOR TO BE CONSCIOUS OF LITERARY STANDARDS. 
PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAMMING 
PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
The computer prints an examination summary ~or the 
patient and is divided into ~ive sections: 
A Introductions 
B Visual Acuities 
C Pathology Report 
D Next Appointment 
E Doctor/O~~ice Identification 
F Lens Specification 
G Frame Specification 
H Multi~ocal Specification 
I Expiration date and Signature 
A INTRODUCTION 
1-100 INITIALIZES AND RECALLS PATIENT DATA FOR SUBSEQUENT 
OPERATIONS 
B VISUAL ACUITIES 
200,500,230-270 PRINTS PRE AND POST EXAMINATION ACUITIES FOR 
THE RIGHT AND LEFT EYE, BOTH ENTRANCE AND CORRECTED 
L PATHOLOGY REPORT 
270-500 PRINTS SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS AND OCULAR HEALTH, AS 
RECORDED BY THE DOCTOR 
D NEXT APPOINTMENT 
300 ADVISES THAT FOR OPTIMUM VISION CARE THE PATIENT SHOULD 
BE RE-EXAMINED ON/BY THE SPECIFIED DATE 
c DOCTOR/OFFICE IDENTIFICATION 
330-36 1 PROVIDES NECESSARY DETAILS SHOULD VISUAL DIFFICULTIES 
OR QUESTIONS ARISE 
r LENS SPECIFICATION 
363-365 INCLUDES PD AND PRISM FOR DISTANCE AND NEAR 




PRINTS FRAME INFORMATION AS ENTERED BY STAFF/DOCTOR 
MULTIFOCAL SPECIFICATION 
PROVIDES INFORMATION BY THE DOCTOR INCLUDING SEGMENT 
HEIGHTS, INTERMEDIATE ADDITIONS AND TYPE OF MUL T IFOCAL LENS 
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PATIENT TRANSLATION PROGRAM 
I EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGNATURE 
369 PRINTS THE EXPIRATION DATE FOR THE PRESCRIPTION AND 
ALLOCATES SPACE FOR THE DOCTOR'S SIGNATURE 
380-10000 CONTROLS PRINTING FORMATS AND RETURNS THE USER TO 





As part of the requirement for the Master of Science 
degree in clinical optometry, I have been developing a 
computer program that may allow the doctor to make even 
better use of the clinical data normally obtained. 
A simulation of the operating procedures and results 1s 
enclosed for your review and comments, on the survey 
instrument. 
I would be most grateful if you would complete the 
survey and return it within the next few days in the 
enclosed, stamped envelope. 
The cumulative results will provide an indication of 
practitioner preference and interests with the expectation of 
developing a system best suited to the doctor's needs. 
Sincerely, 
Torrance L. Trevorrow 
Approved 




INTRODUCTION TO THE PAPER COMPUTER SIMULATION 
For the Optometric Extension Program type sequencing the 
simulations should be read from top to bottom, left to right. 
Each "square" represents what would be seen on the video 
display at a given time. 
After the first twelve displays, data is entered via a 
light sensitive pen. By holding the pen over the appropriate 
light circle the corresponding value [opposite the display] 
is read by the computer. In most cases this would be faster 
than typing in "data/numbers" during the majority of the 
sequence, and also prevents entering in of "disallowed" data. 
The final two video displays appear after the doctor is 
provided with a printout of the patient's results, deviations 
from normal, a quick 'graphical' display, diagnosis, therapy 
and prescription, and treatment options. When the doctor has 
completed the last display the patient's records are 
completed with the final prescription, disposition and next 
appointment. At the practitioner's option a patient summary 
may be automatically generated and typed based on the results 
of the examination. 
It is important to remember that this program is 
designed to be easily modified to suit the individual 
doctor's exam sequence, format and type of patient summary. 
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SIMULATION OF VIDEO DISPLAYS 
PICCMM SEI.ZCTICB 
_., PATUlfr 














RU I'I'UA L A CUITT 
HABITUAL ACUITY 00 20/? 
HABITUAl. ACUI'l"! OS 20/7 
HABITUAl. ACUITY OD 40cm 20/? 
HABITUAL ACUITY OS 40cll 20/7 
* ~ * NORMATIVE OY!CJo!ETRIC CASE ANALYSIS * 










OS CYCI.INDER 7 
OS CYCI.INDER AXIS? 
OS P!USH7 
OS ADD? 
PREVI OIJS RX 
P<:1 g e 4 8 
00 AV/CD/FR/TC 7 














IIUITUA L PHOiliA S #3 fl3A 
~BITUAL PIIORlA DistARC!7 
11M !Tllt\L PHORIA MEAR.7 
RE'rtN05COPY 40" #6 








I!'I'IMOSCOPY 20" f5 








SIMULATION OF VIDEO DISPLAYS 
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Rl5TAIC! U'IJI!OSCOPY #4 





























7A or 7? 
----·------- ....... -- ------- --· 
SIMULATION OF LIGHT PEN DISPLAY AND CORRESPOND IN:; TESTS 
t.!GBJ ... '"/ T!S!1! 
Induced PboriA at Distance 
Distance Base Out to Blur 
Distance Base Out to Break 
Distance Base Out to lecovery 
Distance Base In to Bruk 
Distance Base In to lacovery 
D'istsnce Verti~l Phoria 
Distance Vertic:a 1 P't'iSlll BaM Down (K) 
Distance Vertical Prism Base Down (R) 
Distance Vertical Prism Base Up (K) 
Distance Vertical Prism Base Up (R) 
Near Induced Phoria ~ith #7 
tnfused Cross Cyclinder 00 
Onfused Cross Cyclinder OS 
Hur Induced Phoria through llw\ 
Hur Fused Cross Cyc:linder 
.. ar Induced Phoria throush 14B 
IUn11111.11D + to Blur at 4Qc:~~~ 
!lear Base Out to Blur 
Near Base Out to Break 
!lear Base Out to Recovery 
!lur Base In to Blur 
Near Base In to Break 
!lur Base In to llac:overy 
llur Vertical Phoria 
(CONl'ROL} 
Near Vertical Prism Base Do·•n (It) 
Nur Vertica 1 Pris• S.ae Down (R) 
Maar Vertic:a l PriSIII llosse Up (K) 
Hear Vertical rrt .. lloiH Up (ll) 
Mi.nus to llur at 13 !.Debes 
Minus to Blur Out at 16 111ches 
Plus to Blur Out st 16 !.Deb .. 




































co~firmation of numerical 
value opposite light circle 
( 
















are possible patient responsu (numerica 1 values) 
are c:o~espondin& li&ht circles 
confirms the corresponding patient response entry 
lower right will return to previous test and displsy previous 
entry for correction lf the •roua vslu. •a• entered. 
•111 eppesr in plsc:e of #If if the exa•ioer hat returned to • 
previous test. 
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SAMPLE PATIENT PRINTOUT 
SAMPLE PATIENT PRINTOUT 
Dear Karen Smith 
A summary is provided below for the results of your 
vision examination on 6-29-81. 
Entrance visual acuity in your right eye was 20/30 which 
could be corrected to 20/20. Entrance visual acuity in your 
left eye was 20/25 which could be corrected to 20/20. 
Your eyes were examined for any signs of pathology or 
disease as well as the way they respond to stresses of your 
occupati o nal needs. 
Based on your case history and a thorough examination, I 
am making the following recommendations - contact lenses as 
the treatment of choice for keratoconus. Spectacles are 
prescribed as a secondary means for visual correction. It is 
recommended that you wear corrective lenses at all times. 
To ensure that you maintain the very best vision care 
possible, you have been scheduled for a new appointment July 
20th, 1978. 
If at any time you have visual difficulties or any 
questions please do not hesitate to contact this office. 
Sincerely, 
Dr. D.Z. Verminwort 
(503) 359-4902 
A co py of your prescription is attached below: 
OD Sphere 











PD Distance 64 
Frame Specifications: 
Bronzkin Mk IV 8135 C43 64[]18 
Multifocal Specifications : 








Sphere -3 . 00 




Add Pr 0 
Near 61 
Expiration is one year from 6-29-81 unless otherwise noted. 
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Signature 
Dr. D.Z. Verminwort 
234 Address St 
Anytown, City Zip 
SAMPLE PATIENT PRINTOUT 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 




* To be returned in the envelope provided 
A STUDY IN COMPUTER DESIRABILITY FOR OPTOMETRIC PRACTICE 














































Health Maintenance Organization 
years in practice 
full time employees 
part-time employees 
Education at: 
University of Alabama 
University of California. Berkeley 
University of Houston 
Illinois College of Optometry 
Indiana University 
New England College of Optometry 
State University of New York 
Ohio State University 
Pacific University 
Pennsylvania College of Optometry 
Southern California College of Optometry 
South College of Optometry 
University of Waterloo 
Other (name) 
G Year of Graduation from optometry school 
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SURVEY INSTRUMENT 
H Degrees earned in addition to the O.D. or its 




4 . Associate 












K Number of patient visits 
per month for 
1. Visual Therapy 
2 . Contact Lenses 
3. Low Vision 
4. Pediatrics 
5 . Geriatrics 






patient visit on 
L Number o f complete visual exams in the last 12 mos. ____ _ 





















N Automated equipment in your practice 
1 . Automated refractometer 
2 . Automated perimeter 
3. Automated lensometer 
4. Automated projector 





8. Over-refraction system 
9. Humphry vision analyzer 
0 How many clock hours of personal attendance did you 
devote to continuing education during the past 12 
months. 
P After reading the computer operation description and 
simulation, PLEASE record your agreement or disagreement with 
the following statements, according to the scale: 
1= strongly disagree 9= strongly agree 
a. The system is simple to use 
b . Excess clinical information is provided 
c. The additional information would affect treatment 
d . Patient care can be improved by using this system 
e. The system is cost effective 
f. Patient relations may be improved 
g. Patient education is enhanced 
h. Such a system may have a practice building effect 
Q Given that the computer program can provide any test 
sequence you desire, what do you consider to be the upper 













8. $12,000 + 
R What tests would you like to see deleted? 
S What tests would you like to see included? 
T Assuming you have purchased a computer, what would you 
consider a reasonable price to pay for programs that dealt 
with: 
1 . Inventory 50 100 150 200 250 300 
2. Lens design 50 100 150 200 250 300 
3. Case Analysis 50 100 150 200 250 300 
4 . Billing 50 100 150 200 250 300 
5 . Patient Recalls 50 100 150 200 250 300 
6. Accounts Payable 50 100 150 200 250 300 
7. Accounts Receivable 50 100 150 200 250 300 
8. Patient Records 50 100 150 200 250 300 
9 . 50 100 150 200 250 300 your choice 
10. 50 100 150 200 250 300 your choice 
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U Additional comments: 
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SURVEY DESIGN COMMENTS 
INTRODUCTION 
The survey asked for practitioner opinion on a computer 
program that emphasized patient care as well as demographics 
and economic profiles. While a paper presentation of a 
computer program can not replace actual computer use of such 
a progranl, this did not seem to affect the quality of the 
do c tor's responses. 
SURVEY CRITIQUE 
The background questions were taken from a thesis which 
analyzed the man-power distribution over four states (45). 
Many of the design problems cited arose from questions 
directly taken from the referenced (45) demographic thesis 
questions. It was surprising that no reference was made to 
these ambiguities in the fore mentioned thesis. A sunlffiary of 
these comments follow. 
A PRIMARY PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Some doctors had moved to a different state than those 
listed and thus another category would have been useful. 
B TYPE OF PRACTICE 
There was some question on the interpretation of terms 
such as conlffiet' cial practice. Categories that included 
composites such as commercial group, group partnership etc. 
may have been useful. 
C NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Perhaps bracketing of year ranges would have been an 
advantage to avoid interpretation of partial years. 
DI E NUMBER OF FULL/ PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
Definitions for full and part time may remove some 
possible ambiguities. 
F OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Some doctors had split their optometric education among 
schools. The question could be rephrased to avoid or allow 
for this contingency. 
G YEAR OF GRADUATION FROM OPTOMETRY SCHOOL 
This question was well understood. 
H DEGREES EARNED IN ADDITION TO THE DOCTOR OF OPTOMETRY 
Options could be provided for those doctors that had two 
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or more degrees at a given level . 
I SEX 
Some doctors preferred not to answer this question. 
J AGE 
Some doctors preferred not to answer this question. 
K NUMBER OF PATIENT VISITS PER MONTH 
TIME SPENT PER PATIENT 
Excellent response!, The majority seemed to know their 
practice profile and scheduling. 
L NUMBER OF COMPLETE VISUAL EXAMS IN THE LAST 12 MONTHS 
Some seemed to have no idea and said so. Others would 
like to have more advance notice or time to work it out. A 
few of the recent graduates could only give estimates for the 
whole year by d oubling their half year patient load . 
M ANNUAL NET INCOME 
Some of the doctors comparison of net income vs patient 
l oad would result in nets of $500 per patient! Perhaps s ome 
of the do c tors have a different understanding of the 
net/gross concept. 
N AUTOMATED EQUIPMENT IN YOUR PRACTICE 
This questi o n was well understood. Opti o ns for 
additional automated and semi-automated equipment would have 
helped two of the responses . 
0 HOW MANY CLOCK HOURS OF PERSONAL ATTENDANCE 
Sever.'ll doctors did not understand the meaning of "clock 
h ours" vs "continuing education,hours". 
P-U SURVEY QUESTIONS ON SIMULATION 
To minimize the reading required of the responden t s, 
technical aspects were simplified and space was allocated for 
personal comments . 
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ANALYSIS OF RESPONSES 
Responses were divided geographically by state into four 
categories. Where doctors had circled two or more entries for 
questions the reply which seemed to best fit the of the 
question was selected. 
For computer analysis- some results were consolidated to 
more effectively process the data. Question K was modified to 
read "Number of Practice Categories" to reflect the number of 
rows marked. Question P was averaged for the responses given 
allowing for the reverse order of question 9b. For example 
the doctor may strongly agree that "excess information is 
provided" and circle a high numerical response which in the 
other questions would represent a favorable impression. 
The author chose to write a statistical program to help 
analyze the survey replies. Over 19,565 (215 x 91) response 
probabilities were considered. If full use were made for the 
options in the questions (N,P,T) the total number of 
possibilities would be 45,795. Considering the amendments 
discussed the desirability of such an analysis would be 
questionable. 
Separate state analysis to the survey are included 





Some comments from the survey reflect attitudes and 
concepts not directly questioned. They are reproduced below. 
"Any system has to compete with a long list of desired 
equipment. Therefore it must significantly add to patient 
care or office efficiency to be on the list for purchase." 
"I think the prospects of a computer in our office is 
marvelous. We have two offices and I would like a system that 
will link both together- record, inventory etc." 
"Those of us in private practice have no problem with 
time in general. If we take 5-10 minutes more per day it is 
of no consequence." 
"Recording time is simple, and consumes no significant 
time with a pen. Once past optometry school, experience 
simplifies the analysis and recording of data. Application 
becomes a fast, simple, professional judgement, easily 
communicated to the patient. The need for sophisticated 
systems such as this show up only when the clinician has 
little clinical experience." 
"Who uses ductions in private practice?" 
"Personally I am more interested in practice management 
aspects of small computers." 
"Spend your efforts listening to people. not trying to 
computerize them. One on one is where its at. If you have a 
machine to do your analyzing you will not be a very good 
doctor." 
"If exam time could be cut by fifty percent then the 
program would be valuable." 
"The design of the questions will bring you negative 
results. It is invalid without hands on operation. " 
"We are presently in the process of acquiring a computer 
system for the office. The main benefit I see is inventory 
control, accounts receivable and patient recalls. Patient 
records are too difficult to bother with putting in the 
computer, you have to have a hard copy anyway." 
"I feel that optometrists should not fall into the trap 
of trying to reduce visual behavior to numbers. The numbers 
should only be a very general description of the behavior." 
"I am impressed with your efforts so far. I own a 
computer system and write my own software." 
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"It is an interesting idea. I am much in favor of 
automated records for legibility and efficiency of recall and 
recording. I don't think this will improve patient care to 
any extent . " 
"The most cost effective approach is a piece of paper, 
express humor, concern and inflection not found on machines ." 
"I have found that the science of prescribing is also an 
art. By the end of the exam I pretty much know what I will 
prescribe without the use of computer input." 
"Would be interested in continuing education to learn 
programming." 
"Interesting project . It is heartening to see students 
interested in OEP analysis and functional vision - best 
wishes." 
"It's about time someone came up with a computerized 




Many doctors have firm opinions both favorable and 
unfavorable regarding the usefulness of micro-computers in 
the optometric profession. 
Those who look with favor tend to see the value 
computers in the business aspects- billing. recalls and 
inventory. Those who are reticent of clinical applications 
anticipate a loss of personal doctor/patient relationships 
and expect it to be unduly complicated and cost prohibitive. 
They are less pessimistic in terms of its potential 
"office efficiency" but point out the computer must compete 
with a long list of more immediate needs in optometric 
equipment. 
As a group. doctors of optometry displayed caution and a 
conservative approach to microcomputer use- with an emphasis 
on the "show me '' approach. 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY ALASKA 
Stastical Summary Alaska 
QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Alaska 11 100.00 
Idaho 0 0.00 
Oregon 0 0.00 
washington 0 0.00 
TYPE OF PRACTICE 
Solo 1 14.28 
Group 0 0.00 
Partnership 3 42.85 
Commercial 0 0.00 
Associate 1 14.28 
Federal Government 2 28.57 
HMO 0 0.00 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Less than 5 2 18.18 
5-10 5 45.45 
10-15 2 18.18 
15-20 0 0.00 
More than 20 2 18.18 
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 1 9.09 
More than 0 1 Less than 5 8 72.72 
5-10 0 0.00 
More than 10 0 0.00 
NUMBER OF PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 8 72.72 
More than 0, Less than 5 3 27.27 
5-10 0 0.00 
More than 10 0 0.00 
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Alabama 0 0.00 
UC Berkeley 0 0.00 
Houston 0 0.00 
Illinois 2 18.18 
Indiana 0 0.00 
New England 0 0.00 
New York 0 0.00 
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2001 and over 
ANNUAL NET INCOME 









More than $50,000 










TIME TO CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST 
12 MONTHS 




























































































QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
UPPER LIMIT FOR SYSTEM 
$3000 2 33.33 
$4000 0 0.00 
$5000 2 33.33 
$6000 1 16.66 
$7000 0 0.00 
$8000 0 0.00 
$10000 1 16.66 
$12000+ 0 0.00 
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS DESIRED 
0-1 0 0.00 
2 0 0.00 
3 0 0.00 
4 0 0.00 
5 2 22.22 
6 0 0.00 
7 1 11.11 
8 0 0.00 
9 4 44.44 
10 2 22.22 
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Stastical Summary Washington 
QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Alaska 0 0.00 
Idaho 0 0.00 
Oregon 2 2.27 
washington 86 97.72 
TYPE OF PRACTICE 
Solo 1 2.38 
Group 5 11.90 
Partnership 22 52.38 
Commercial 1 2.38 
Associate 4 9.52 
Federal Government 2 4.76 
HMO 7 16.66 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Less than 5 21 22.82 
5-10 18 19.56 
10-15 14 15.21 
15-20 6 6.52 
More than 20 33 35.86 
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 15 16.30 
More than 0, Less than 5 67 72.82 
5-10 9 9.78 
More than 10 1 1. 08 
NUMBER OF PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 31 33.69 
More than 0, Less than 5 57 61.95 
5-10 4 4.34 
More than 10 0 0.00 
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Alabama 0 0.00 
UC Berkeley 2 2.38 
Houston 0 0.00 
Illinois 7 8.33 
Indiana 0 0.00 
New England 0 0.00 
New York 0 0.00 
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2001 and over 
ANNUAL NET INCOME 









More than $50,000 










TIME TO CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST 
12 MONTHS 






























































































QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
UPPER LIMIT FOR SYSTEM 
$3000 8 14.03 
$4000 4 7.01 
$5000 15 26.31 
$6000 7 12.28 
$7000 7 12.28 
$8000 5 8.77 
$10000 7 12.28 
$12000+ 4 7.01 
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS DESIRED 
0-1 0 0.00 
2 1 2.63 
3 2 5.26 
4 1 2.63 
5 4 10.52 
6 4 10.52 
7 5 13.15 
8 18 47.36 
9 0 0.00 
10 3 7.89 
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Stastical Summary Oregon 
QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Alaska 0 0.00 
Idaho 1 1. 05 
Oregon 93 97.89 
washington 1 1. 05 
TYPE OF PRACTICE 
Solo 2 4.54 
Group 6 13.63 
Partnership 19 43.18 
Commercial 3 6.81 
Associate ll 25.00 
Federal Government 0 0.00 
HMO 3 6.81 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Less than 5 27 28.42 
5-10 21 22.10 
10-15 10 10.52 
15-20 7 7.36 
More than 20 30 31.57 
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 15 15.78 
More than 0, Less than 5 73 76.84 
5-10 6 6.31 
More than 10 l 1. 05 
NUMBER OF PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 32 33.68 
More than 0, Less than 5 56 58.94 
5-10 7 7.36 
More than 10 0 0.00 
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Alabama 0 0.00 
UC Berkeley 2 2.24 
Houston 2 2.24 
Illinois 1 1.12 
Indiana 0 0.00 
New England 0 0.00 
New York 0 0.00 
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QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
1501-2000 6 6.45 
2001 and over 3 3.22 
ANNUAL NET INCOME 
Less than $10,000 6 6.89 
10-$15,000 4 4.59 
15-$20,000 11 12.64 
20-$25,000 5 5.74 
25-$30,000 18 20.68 
30-$35,000 9 10.34 
35-$40,000 6 6.89 
40-$45,000 8 9.19 
45-$50,000 3 3.44 
More than $50,000 17 19.54 
NUMBER OF AUTOMATED INSTRUMENTS 
0-1 7 29.16 
2 11 .45 
3 3 12.50 
4 2 8.33 
5 0 0.00 
6 1 4.16 
7 0 0.00 
8 0 0.00 
9+ 0 0.00 
TIME TO CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST 
12 MONTHS 
Less than 5 11 9.73 
5-9 8 7.07 
10-14 17 15.04 
15-19 18 15.92 
20-29 28 24.77 
30+ 31 27.43 
OVERALL IMPRESSION OF AGREE/.01/ 
DISAGREE STATEMENTS 
1 4 6.55 
2 4 6.55 
3 3 4.91 
4 4 6.55 
5 0 0.00 
6 17 27.86 
7 17 27.86 
8 9 14.75 
9 3 4.91 
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QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
UPPER LIMIT FOR SYSTEM 
$3000 9 14.06 
$4000 9 14.06 
$5000 15 23.43 
$6000 10 15.62 
$7000 5 7.81 
$8000 5 7.81 
$10000 7 10.93 
$12000+ 4 6.25 
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS DESIRED 
0-1 2 3.70 
2 1 1. 85 
3 1 1.85 
4 3 5.55 
5 2 3.70 
6 7 12.96 
7 3 5.55 
8 26 48.14 
9 2 3.70 
10 7 12.96 
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Stastical Summary Idaho 
QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Alaska 0 0.00 
Idaho 21 100.00 
Oregon 0 0.00 
washington 0 0.00 
TYPE OF PRACTICE 
Solo 22 70.96 
Group 3 9.67 
Partnership 5 16.12 
Commercial 0 0.00 
Associate 1 3.22 
Federal Government 0 0.00 
HMO 0 0.00 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Less than 5 4 18.18 
5-10 6 27.27 
10-15 3 13.63 
15-20 1 4.54 
More than 20 8 36.36 
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 2 9.09 
More than 0, Less than 5 18 81.81 
5-10 2 9.09 
More than 10 0 0.00 
NUMBER OF PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 4 18.18 
More than 0, Less than 5 18 81.81 
5-10 0 0.00 
More than 10 0 0.00 
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Alabama 0 0.00 
UC Berkeley 0 0.00 
Houston 0 0.00 
Illinois 3 14.28 
Indiana 0 0.00 
New England 0 0.00 
New York 0 0.00 
Ohio 2 9.52 
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2001 and over 
ANNUAL NET INCOME 









More than $50 , 000 










TIME TO CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST 
12 MONTHS 




























































































QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
UPPER LIMIT FOR SYSTEM 
$3000 0 0.00 
$4000 1 8.33 
$5000 6 50.00 
$6000 0 0.00 
$7000 0 0.00 
$8000 3 25.00 
$10000 1 8.33 
$12000+ 1 8.33 
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS DESIRED 
0-1 0 0.00 
2 0 0.00 
3 1 10.00 
4 0 0.00 
5 0 0.00 
6 0 0.00 
7 1 10.00 
8 4 40.00 
9 2 20.00 
10 2 20.00 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY DHSS REGION X 
STATISTICAL SUMMARY DHSS REGION X (BRIEF) 
Information from the four states have been combined to 
provide an over all practitioner profile. A summary of the 








Over 20 years in practice 
1-4 Full Time Employees 
1-4 Part Time Employees 
Graduated from Pacific 
Graduated SO's 
87% Have a Bachelors Degree 
96% Male 
52% Between 31 and 40 years of age 
30% Two practice categories 
57% Less than 500 patients/year 
25% 500-1000 patients/year 
22% Over $50,000 
32% Over 30 hours/year Continuing Education 
41% Two Automated Instruments 
78% Approval Rating 6 or Above 
27% Upper Limit for System $5,000 
45% Desired 8 programs 
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STATISTICAL SUMMARY DHSS REGION X (DETAILED) 
Stastical Summary DHSS Region X 
QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
PLACE OF PRACTICE 
Alaska 11 5.12 
Idaho 22 10.23 
Oregon 95 44.18 
Washington 87 40.46 
TYPE OF PRACTICE 
Solo 26 20.96 
Group 14 11.29 
Partnership 49 39.52 
Commercial 4 3.22 
Associate 17 13.70 
Federal Government 4 3.28 
HMO 10 8.06 
NUMBER OF YEARS IN PRACTICE 
Less than 5 56 25.22 
5-10 so 22.52 
10-15 29 13.06 
15-20 14 6.30 
More than 20 73 32.88 
NUMBER OF FULL TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 33 12.17 
More than 0, Less than 5 166 61.25 
5-10 18 6.64 
More than 10 4 l. 47 
NUMBER OF PART TIME EMPLOYEES 
0 75 35.54 
More than 0, Less than 5 135 63.98 
5-10 ll 5.21 
More than 10 0 0.00 
OPTOMETRIC EDUCATION AT 
Alabama 0 0.00 
UC Berkeley 4 l. 89 
Houston 2 0.94 
Illinois 13 6.16 
Indiana 0 0.00 
New England 0 0.00 
New York 0 0.00 
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2001 and over 
ANNUAL NET INCOME 









More than $50,000 










TIME TO CONTINUING EDUCATION LAST 
12 MONTHS 































































































QUESTION RESPONSE NUMBER PERCENTAGE 
UPPER LIMIT FOR SYSTEM 
$3000 19 13.66 
$4000 14 10.07 
$5000 38 27.33 
$6000 18 12.94 
$7000 12 8.63 
$8000 13 9.35 
$10000 16 11.51 
$12000+ 9 6.45 
NUMBER OF PROGRAMS DESIRED 
0-1 2 1. 73 
2 2 1.73 
3 4 3.45 
4 6 5.21 
5 6 5.21 
6 14 12.17 
7 9 7.82 
8 52 45.21 
9 4 3.47 
10 16 13.91 
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OPERATING SYSTEM EQUIPMENT 
While almost any computer and peripherals may be used, 
computer language differences will have to be studied to make 
appropriate modifications. Written in BASIC, the program may 
be readily translated for use with other BASIC type computers, 
such as the APPLE, CBM, ATARI, TEXAS INSTRUMENTS, OHIO SCIEN-
TIFIC, SUPERBRAIN, HEWETT PACKARD and many others. Minimum 
memory requirements, however, will have to be maintained. 
Central Processing Unit 
Z-80 Chip Radio Shack Model 1 32K RAM 
Disc Drive 
5-1/4" 35 track soft stored floppy disc system (lOOk before 
D.O.S.) 
Disc Operating System (D.O.S. ) 
TRSDOS 3.2 Radio Shack (any system allowing sequential access 
files may be used) 
Printer 
Okidata Microline 80 (any parallel port printer) 
Video Monitor 
Any type may be used. Display programming is written for those 
with a 60 character by 24 line format. 
Other 
Expansion interface (required with RS Model 1 for disc con-
troller and additional memory) 
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